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Policewoman
 
Edel 
breaks  
barriers  
By Plena %I. 1/untran 
Daily start writer 
As she
 klouched rt and 
otir  01 
sight
 behind a car, 
Police
 
Ikpartment
 
hiseolgatoi
 
I 
heiesa
 
watched  
a. die 
young  man she had
 been 
insestigating
 lor 
months on 
ted 
arson.  threw a lighted 
mak li into the 
dimirdei 
Ole eet 
Hie man 
theri  
%talked
 hack 
acioss  the street 
toward
 
the 
spot 
%thele  
hid 
%1.1S
 
hOth
 %%Atilt:CI the 
11.1111e...
 
ShOol ot 11.111111,1C1 
Ileeie' Police
 you're undei arrest
 ! Ertel e I led 
to the 
man. yam tamed 
around  to look aghast 
at het before 
he took oil running FIdel 
was 
close heliattl
 
-Her
 
I 
know  
where
 to find roiii- Falel 
told
 
the 
culina  He 
aoimed
 
mug 
and  %4 as arrested. 
This
 is one of the many 
ways  in Mut:III:del 
has  learned 
to catch a cnntimil  
without  physically 
forcing him 
or her 
to 
coniph
 . and it is h) 
this philosophy
 that she 
operates  as
 a 
ineinher 01 the l'I'D 
loice
 
Eder.
 pia, doing her 
job using her brains 
instead
 
of 
brawn.
 unlikt: the stereotypical
 law enfOrcer.  has 
re-
mained steadlast in her 
nine  years  at 1.1111 and has 
earned 
her respeit
 
:inking
 
colleagues
 and 
cii-workers
 
-the 
feeling
 
of 
having to phi 
yoursell 
tphysitallr
 
a 
woman  on 
the  kneel constantly
 . isn't good I 
hello e 
entokement 
the physical sense)
 has a place 
and 
time
 
%%hen you 
lime to do it. hut it should
 not be a priority." she 
said. 
"the arsonist Wel caught was one
 who repeatedf% 
Ken
 Kwok 
- 
Special
 to the
 Dady 
See  EI)EI,. pew() Theresa Etlel. 
UPI)
 investigator, hy her off ice 
At last
 
Ron
 
r ir,00
 
Special to the
 
Dady  
ISpartan
 t enter henne I 
ming'.  smile said it all %bifida) night as he and his basketball teammates celebrated 
. their first v iclorr in 
11 
Month',  
derCated
 
Tools  
Christian
 , 
711-69, 
to break a 21 -game losing 
streak.  
Probe
 stalled
 
on 
Rec  
Center
 
CSU 
fears
 
audit
 
would
 
affect
 
decision
 
in 
pending  
lawsuit
 
Robert 1.von 
Dady 
staff  writer 
A state 
audit  01 OW 
Student (Minn
 Recre 
:Mon 
and Etents
 Centel 
has !vett 
on 
hold
 
while 
the 
Caldomia  
State  
t 
imeisiry  
system  ai 
tempi.
 10 ret:ONer the 
proteirs 
dol 
lar 
cosi  oreiTuns.
 
Fear 
that
 the 
audit
 
,ould  
sd 
 m 
unfavorable 
light
 and
 
leopaidlie
 
, hark es has 
"'used the 
Calitoinia  State 
Student,  
ssociation  
and 
slate  
Sen  
holas
 C Pons. I) Oakland.
 
to
 
postpone
 the 
iiirean:ainai.
 atcording 
to David 
Hawkins. 
legislato.
 ditet to'
 for 
the 
CSSA
 
The CM.
 is 
planium,
 to tile a 
lawsuit
 
hy
 ihe 
end
 of the month in .111 
A1011111
 
to 
recover
 
cost
 
0%011111S.  
at:Lording to 
I isa Rainer. a 
legislative  
aide 
fOr 
Petris
 
But  neither 
Hawkins noi
 Ramer 
know  if the 
lawsuit 
will he aimed
 
at
 the 
pule,
 i's 
contract( 
If
 , 
R,k.bhelen  
higineering
 
0,1111).111r . 
or 
its at 
tinted.  Hall. 
Goodhue.
 
liaisley
 Barker. 
CSC Chancellor
 Vi;  Ann 
Reynolds and 
Vice
 Chancellor
 Mayer 
Chapman  
were
 una% ail -
able
 for
 
comment
 
Tuesday  
Ilov,eer. in a letter 
from 
Reynolds
 to 
Cali-
fornia 
Assemblyman  
John Vasconcellos.  Rey-
nolds stated the 
CSI  
' was
 
"woiking
 with 
the 1t 
(limey 
General's
 office 
to
 seek 
lecot el\ 
related 
to the design del
 
kiencies''
 
01
 the
 Rec
 
Center  
Re\ mild. 
also 
stated that 
the 
-recoteries
 
, ill
 be used 
to 
pa
 
oil 
debts.  and 
more impor-
tant'
 . 
hmei 
'student
 
lees 
possibilitr ol the 
CS(' winning a inapt 
lawsuit and using the mune) to reduce student 
lees %,,i0 the 
111.1111 
IA 
lot  Hi 
the  
CSSA.,
 post-
piillellle01  01 XI 
ilw limit
 Legislative 
141111.011111111lie.
 
1i
 Koski:is 
Ile 0111,0111e ill Ille audit could affect the 
he said "We didn't want to have 
any
 thing 
to do 
with 
that 
CSSA
 has been imolved 
with
 this tor 
almost
 
a 
)ear  
now
 with our sole purpose of 
pre-
venting  students for paying 
cost
 
()retrials  
they
 
are not 
iesponsible for
 
Hawkins 
would 
1101
 
peculate on µhal
 he 
0400:led the MI& 101110 
MON+.  to 
reach 
the 
Ationie%
 
General.,  
"trice uesday were unsuccessful.
 hut lobbyist 
Scott  Plotkin
 said the CM' %ri.1% looking 
at
 
op-
mins  to 
"get  hitik some money 
Ramer said 
there has heen 
no 
formal  com-
mittment
 to 
reduce 
student  fees if 
the CS1'
 
wins  
a 
lawsuit  Bin in discussions 
with  the CSE.
 the 
ehancelloi indicated that lowering tees was the 
intention. Raiim said. 
Ilk audit (il the Bet. Center stems from past 
student  protests Attu the 
-Tim.  
incurred
 dur-
\ 1-.1? ba,
 A 
pace
 
Ad 
class  
sells  Apples  
lir Brenda 
Vest..
 
Daily stati writer 
When
 Shawn
 
Howes graduates tills
 
111011111
 
%hell
 
haVe 411 
impressive
 entry
 lor 
her 
resume
 
in 
addition 
to 
diploma  - - a 
porthilio  from
 the ad-
s ernsing campaign she helped market and imple-
meni 
SJSU  fOr Apple 
Compute? 
Howes  is one 
of .12 
SJSI. students,
 
mostly
 
athertising ;tutors. Liking pan in an unusual 
learning  expenence 
viLo 
he the 
firm
 or 
its 
kind to 
he 
conducted
 in an 
undergradute  course
 
at
 a CalitOnna unocisit 
 'Apple I 
%11.1%.igan/.1." which ends at 4 
p.m. today. is the 
result
 ta an 
advenising  elec-
tive course protect designed 
to goe 
students
 
"real world- ekperience
 deselopmg and mar-
keting 
an 
adsenising  campaign.  
according  
to 
lel'frsollith,c
 I h., 
krinenie  
00Ic 
'm1111111,1  . 111, 
donated
 
S2.1X 
XI
 
and
 
dic use
 o.to 
Slat 
tomputers
 
Jor-
dans 
Athertising  
122 
liusiness-to-Business
 
viklIsie 
elehillIge lor 
Aker -using
 
campaign  
that 
would  
encourage the
 sale of 
Apple  
comput-
ers on 
campus,  
Rainertie
 
said  
The 
campaign
 that 
calls  the computers
 the
 
-Education
 -rix)I tor
 the 9( Is" SS:IS
 
elIOSell
 unani-
mously
 from 
three 
proposals
 
Ridged 
hy 
Jordan.  
Apple
 
representatives
 and 
limo 
Mathis. 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 Retail Sales 
'Manager.
 Jordan
 said 
The tanit),11;:ii
 
calp:ts
 
students  
who 
guard)
 
lor the 
up to 
40 
peicent 
student
 discount
 
on
 
Apple  
computers
 and who w 
likel)
 ask 
their 
parents
 to 
make
 the 
purchase.
 she 
said  
Apple
 
has  
suctessfully
 
invorporated
 
the 
program 
on 
campuses in 
Washington
 
drul
 
Ore-
gon.
 hut
 this is 
the 
lira 111Ik'
 it 
has  
heen
 tried
 at 
an 
undergraduate
 
class 
in
 
California.
 
Ramenie
 
Nee
 
Al'Pl.E.  
bacA
 
page  
Vietnamese
 
students
 
work
 
to
 
overcome  
obstacles,  succeed 
Br 
Patrick
 
\ Irian 
Daily  
staff
 
writer  
This
 
wor
 is the 1111,11 
it) a 
111,,  I. 
ihir 
PIC% 111,0111
 lilt t I 
11111111,1'
 141,111,111i 
oli
 S.I.SI. 
leillher% 1111110111 groups. 
as the 
attempt
 to 
a...mutat; 
into 
mainstream
 
American
 
%tklet.
 Inc% nab!) nin the 
risk  ot losing 
their culture 
Both 
Truitt  Iran 
and  anh 
Ngu%en. 
president
 and
 
assistant %ice
 president ol 
the 
Vietnamese
 
StIltle111 
Association re 
speetitelr
 . areed 
that 
one ot the most
 
et 
tective
 
1100  
01110
 
students  
111,1111L1111
 Then 
is 
hy 
speaking 
in their
 
nail  
e 
language  
But 
the 
more  the) 
learn
 to speak Frig 
lish. 
the 
less nine the
 spend
 
sPedkIlle  
Vietnamese
 
As 
a 
iesiilt. the end
 
tip  
losing much
 
01 then
 , 
iiliure. according 
1111..:117)
 
prolessor  
and it 
specialist
 
on % lemainese culture 
"1111.!
 ate 
'OS1111111101
 
C1111111e
 .1,
 Ille, 
lose their
 
language  
It's 
imiooklahle
 
for fitir 
immigrant
 
glom,
 sit), 
Engle  
mann 
v,
 
has  sindied
 
%Letitamese
 
lure sake 
PIS
 
and  
has \tittle!)
 set etal
 
books
 
on
 the 
mlnet
 
'Americans  
take  
freedom
 for
 granted
 
because
 
they 
have  
always
 had it.'
 
 
Long
 
Dinh.  
Vietnamese
 
siudunt
 
"Then 
parents
 
don't  have 
the 
tune  to 
?call them %%riling 
of their 1:1111111:11ge... 
,i1,, Imgleinann
 
flierican
 
['tigrish
 
can 
prove
 
to 
he a 
di!
 I iculi 
barrio  tor a 
non 
nal!
 e 
speaker
 With 
its  
asi stippl  of 
infor-
mal  slang 
outside  the 
Llassiooni  and 
high') 
lormal
 
stimeture in the 
t 
lass
 
loom.  it 
tan
 
ik,se
 
serious  
problem
 tor 
the 
Vietnamese  
-.indent  
" I her 
ate .0 a 
&stint!
 
disadtantage
 
say. 
(Aorta  
(ollins, 
le,11111"1  Ille 
11:211,11
 di:1%111111011 
who
 
teaches man \ tetnamese 
and Asian 
students 
Collins say.
 
people  
who speak 
Asian  
languages "in general have more prob-
lems 
['hey 
don't 
lime %ert%  tenses. phi-
al..  
drill:ICS.
 preposillons 
Hii,%  \Sell het 
Vietnamese  
students  
leani 
English
 doesn't
 
necessarilr
 
de 
trend
 Oil the 
:1111011111  
01 11111e the) 
h:11e 
111 
the 
e0111111).  she says. 
because  
of
 the influence
 of slang
 
"%tiny ot the 
Vietnamese today.
 
v,ho ha e 
gone  to high
 
school
 in 
Allier-
plek  up 
the 
American  
slang,"  
she
 
says '' I 
her  speak 
English
 well. hut 
don't
 
do
 
so
 
well
 when 
it oink.. 
to 
writ-
ing " 
Despite
 
language
 haniers.
 man) 
Vietnamese
 students
 desire ;list
 as much 
iis 
the  next 
person
 
to he sucesslul.  get 
l;'"'rl
 
grades.
 
arid  
env')
 
kollege  lite. 
says
 immigrant
 long 
I hnh. an 
electrical 
enigineering
 
graduate  
student  
11111  
the
 
opportunit)
 
to 
sikceed. he 
sass. 
is something
 the 
Vietnamese 
slit -
dent 
values  greath
 
"Americans take 
freedom for 
granted... sar s I )1 n . 'because they 
have Away. 
had  
'ietnainese
 
people
 
appreciate  the 
freedom 
they 
have in America 
to suc-
ceed. he explained. 
because  it is a free-
dom  
they
 
haven't
 
always had. 
"When  
you
 have 
something  
you love 
liCte 
11.  
think
 
about how
 
much 
more you love that 
thing."
 he 
sio,.
 
What
 mar. 
account  
tor 
the 
growth 
of 
the 
Vietnamese  
population
 in 
America.  
he 
says. 
can  he 
summed
 up 
in
 an 
old  
'ietnainese
 say 
ing:
 
"If 
the  
son 
is
 
better  
than
 the 
father.
 
then the 
house  
will he 
lull
 ot happi-
ness.'
 
And 
growing
 
IS Mk&
 what the 
Vietnamese
 piipulat
 ion is doing 
According  to a 19/49 growth 
reis
 
compiled hy the California
 State 
I rti 
versin
 Chancellor's
 
Office. 
it 
is
 
1,,,.  
See VIETNAM.
 ha, 
oie,  
Teresa
 Hurteau - Dady stall 
photographer
 
Dale ( 'hoe. t eater, an at counting senior, end Chou, 
left, a computer engineering freshman. prefer to play "Napolean" 
viith
 
their  friend 
Philo(
 Do, 1)11% sic% junior. than go to class. 
 _o 
.q!(. 
2 
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Other
 Views
 
(.1,11 
ton
-Ledger.  Jackson, Mis.si  s si 
Garbage 
disposal  and 
racketeers:  
Do Americans 
want to 
depend  on 
racke-
teers to take 
care or their 
garbage?  
That's  another 
element  of the 
problem  (il 
solid
 
y.,aste
 disposal that must he 
considered 
as 
landfills are 
being  exhausted and 
the volume of 
refuse
 mounts. 
Public 
hearing%
 last month
 in Philadelphia
 
revealed the
 East Coast
 crime 
families  that 
have long 
dominated  the 
waste -disposal 
indus-
try. 
in New York
 and New 
Jersey'  through 
in-
timidation 
and murder
 already 
have
 branched 
out 
into 
Pennsylvania.
 
They
 are
 expected
 
to
 
look next
 at the Midwest 
 and possibly 
the 
South.  
The threat is 
more alarming 
because it 
comes
 
at a time when the 
nation  is 
approaching  
a crisis 
on
 
solid  waste disposal.
 The risk
 
to 
public 
safety
 is becoming
 increasingly
 clear. 
particularly.
 as moh 
muscle 
can be applied 
to
 
achieve monopoly
 
control  of the 
industry..  
Profits 
in 
the  industry can be 
enormous.  
Waste 
disjx)sal is 
not a field 
in which 
many 
businessmen
 are 
interested.
 
States are 
fighting hack 
through laws 
re-
quiring 
background  
investigations  
of
 waste 
haulers
 and 
landfill
 operations 
in an effort to 
block mob 
control.  
Hoy/ever.
 a 
cooperative.
 
inter -regional
 response may
 he needed. 
as will 
some 
federal  
assistance.  
The 
gangster 
threat
 only 
further
 under-
lines  the fact 
that
 an effective. 
overall response
 
to the 
solid  waste 
problem  must 
he imple-
mented  --- and 
s(x)n. Public 
health is at 
stake, 
and 
if
 a crunch 
comes.  the 
public  must avoid
 
the additional
 threat of 
being at the 
mercy of 
the
 
mob.
 
Grants 
Pass  (Ore 
.tpoily
 Colvier 
TV news
 re -creations:
 
Why  all the fuss 
about
 television
 
net-
works 
using  dramatic
 re -creations 
of news 
events? 
In 
July.,  AB(' 
news
 touched 
off a furor 
by 
broadcasting.  a 
dramatization,
 with 
actors. of 
American 
diplomat 
Felix  Blochs
 supposed 
ex-
change 
ol 
documents
 
with 
a Soviet
 citizen. 
C'ritics 
said
 the 
sequence  
blurred
 the line
 be-
tween  reality.
 and 
dramatics,  a line
 that tele-
% 
ision
 news should 
regard as 
holy.  
These 
folks  take 
television  news 
tot) se-
riously 
The% 
applauded 
NBC's  decision
 to join 
ABC in promising  
not 
to use such 
dramatiza-
tions.  Their 
criticism 
turned
 to CBS,
 which 
steadfastl%  refuses 
to
 
change.
 Mori! power
 to 
CBS.
 w hose  
defiant  
stance  
proclaims
 
what  
the 
so-called  critics
 refuse to 
admit:  that  
television  
new
 s 
is 
entertainment 
pure 
anti  
simple.
 
Television spreads
 the 
image  
not  
the 
word - 
better than
 any other
 medium,
 and 
some
 images will
 never
 die. 
The boob
 
tube can he 
incredibly 
amusing,  
transporting 
us
 from Berlin 
to Las Vegas,
 tak-
ing us from 
/sit Zsa Gabor 
to
 
President  Bush, 
mil% ing 
us limn 
laughter  to 
tears. 
V%'hile
 Ali(' 
and  NB(' 
continue  
their  im-
possible
 quest for a news 
program
 
beyond
 
the 
boundaries  of 
entertainment.  the
 rest of LIS can
 
tum
 to CBS. 
where 
television
 
news 
is
 lauded 
lor hat
 it 
really  is: a nightly half-hour
 
of
 in-
lormatise
 
escapism. 
Kenosha
 I Wis. ) News 
Japanese
 takeovers:  
For
 everybody
 worried 
about the 
Japa-
nese 
"takeover"
 of 
America  -- 
first
 
Columbia
 
Pictures.
 then 
Rockefeller
 Center, 
next  Mount 
Rushmore?
 
-- theres finally 
some  reassuring  
new s 
One  
American  is 
fighting  
back.  
Well.  
wrestling
 
hack.  anyway. He's
 Sale-
vaa 
Atisnoe. 
a 490 -pound
 Samoan
-American  
from
 
Hav..aii.
 Using the professional
 name 
Ko-
nishiki. 
he has 
battled his way to 
the summit of 
Japanese sports, 
recently  winning Japan's 
most 
prestigious
 prize. the 
Emperor's
 
Cup. 
and establishing
 himself a \ 
the nation's 
pre-
mier sumo 
wrestler.
 
The Japanese have
 greeted 
Konishiki's
 
stunning  vic.tory 
Y. ith apparent
 good cheer.
 He 
seems to 
have
 a natural 
appeal  for his 
fans   
perhaps 
because
 in sheer physical
 dimensions 
he hears
 a 
striking
 resemblance
 to 
Rockefeller 
Center.
 
In fact. 
the 
vast
 majority of the crowd 
attending
 his 
championship
 match  rooted for
 
him 
unashamedly..  
In 
commerce 
and culture, ours is a small 
world and getting smaller. as the Japanese 
have
 
obviously.  come to 
realize.  Let's hope we 
react
 
with 
similar 
equanimity
 when the
 
Tokyo
 
Giants
 
win  the 
National
 League 
East. 
News Quiz 
How much di) you 
remember about the 
stories  that have 
been in the news
 recently? If you score 
fewer than five cor-
rect
 answers.
 
you 
have
 been spending too 
much  time on the 
crossword.  If 
you  get eight or more nght, you 
rate an "A." 
I. India's nev. 
prime minister.
 \'. P. Singh.
 vowed to 
raise the
 rural area
 
share  or the 
government's
 
national
 devel-
opment  budget frimi 20 percent to: tat 
30 
percent:
 
(hi 441per-
cent:
 1050
 
percent.  
2. Alvin
 Ailey, 
dancer  and choreographer, who 
died or 
a blood 
disorder  
called ilywrasia. v.as: 
(a)  4g years old;
 
(b)  
5g: 
3. The Justice Ikpartment 
proposed  a civil fine for pos-
session or small
 
amounts
 or illegal drugs 
or up to: 
la) 
S5.001):
 
$7.500:  (c) 
SI0,000.  
.....-,--4!.111teNoviet-led
 invasion of 
Prague  in 1%8 
was  con-
demned  jointly hy the Warsaw
 Pact nations that took 
part  ay 
la) 
an over -reaction. its) 
illegal: brutal 
5 Despite a vote by 
Congress  
to
 repeal a catastrophic
-
illness 
insurance
 
plan. the 
goveniinent
 %ill continue  to 
col-
lect
 pirmiums trom 
Medicare  beneficiaries 
for up to six 
months because:
 the repeal is 
being  appealed to the Su-
preme Coun: (to or 
delays  in reprograming  
computers:  
(c) it 
needs the 
money 
6. 
M. 
Danny  
Wall,  
the
 
nation's
 
chief  
thrift  
regulator,
 
resigned
 
under
 fire. 
complaining: (a)
 he 
was  a 
victim 
of
 red -
baiting:
 
(b)  
he 
had  
been
 made a 
scapegoat;  
(c)
 
his 
salary
 
was  
too low.
 
7. 
To
 
combat
 slow
 sales
 and 
profits,
 the 
International
 
Business
 
Machines  
Corp.
 
announced
 
plans 
to reduce
 its 
do-
mestic 
work force 
by:  
(a)
 5.000; (h)7.%);  
(e)  
10,000.
 
8. 
An
 
American  
religious
 
worker.  
2K
-year
-old 
Jennifer  
Casolo.
 from
 whose
 hack
 yard
 police
 dug 
up 
ammunition
 
and 
explosives.
 
wa.s 
charged  
in an 
El 
Salvador  
military
 coun
 
with: (a) 
espionage;  
(b) 
terrorism;  
(c)
 
satmtage.
 
9.
 Fonner
 
President  
Reagan 
a.sked 
a 
federal
 judge
 to 
cancel  
his  
order
 
demanding
 
he 
produce
 
White  
House  
diaries  
for the
 Iran
-Contra  
tnal  of 
ex
-national
 
security
 
adviser
 John
 
Poindexter: 
GO 
on 
constitutional
 grounds; (h)
 
because
 they 
are  
classified
 "top
 secree';
 tc) 
because  
they are 
irrelevant.
 
10. 
Scientists  
anatyzing
 
photographs
 taken 
hy
 Voyager 
2 
determined
 Neptune 
is swept 
by jet -stream
 wirxis
 of: (a) 
1.-
0(x) 
mph;
 (b)
 I 
.50()  mph; (c) 
2,(XX)
 mph. 
ANSWERS:
 
1.c  
2.63.c4.b5.b
 
6.b7.cK.b9.a
 
10.b.  
Letters
 to the 
Editor  
Business 
chose
 their
 ad 
Editor. 
This letter 
is
 to Todd Anderson 
and all those people 
who  may have been offended by an ad that ran in the Spanan 
Daily on 
Ike.
 7. 
We agree that the advertisement WaS III poor taste and 
did tend to glonty  the tragic 
es
 ent that occurred 
4t4  
years 
ago
 
that hrougt Amenca into World War II. However. the Spar-
tan Daily is in the business of serving the business commu-
nity by, displaying their ads in our newspaper Although we 
otten otter advice. retailers %immune. choose not to make 
changes. In this case. Paradise Beach has nin kainikaie 
Thursday  ads continuously all semester. tinfonunately, it fell 
on 
Dec.  7 
Perhaps. a better headline
 
ssould
 have read "Pearl 
Harbor
 Night. in memorial. all mixed dnnks only 75 cents." 
Remember, this is a bar ad. So unless it was a tribute 
ad. there will  be sonIe incentive to go out and party. 
If you 
still teel that Paradise 'leach was out 
of
 line. all we can rec-
ommend is that you 
boycott  the establishment and go else-
where.  
Please accept our apology on behalf or the ad stall for 
this untimunate incident. 
1/ennis 
McSweeney
 
Retail Advertising %tanager 
Spartan Daily 
Hannah Brooks 
Advertising
 1)irector 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Other
 
Views
 
The
 
Phoenix
 
Ga:ette
 
The
 
Philippines:
 
Prompt
 
United
 
States
 
response
 to 
Phil-
ippines
 
President
 
Corazon
 
Aquino
 
s 
pleas 
to 
save
 her
 
administration
 
from
 
a 
military  coup
 is 
appropriate
 
both
 
as
 
a 
measure
 
to 
preserve
 a 
democratically
 
elected
 
government
 
and  to pro-
tect
 
our  
own
 
strategic
 
interests.
 The 
United  
States  
niaintains
 
two  
important
 
bases  there,
 
Subic 
Naval
 
Base  
and  
Clark
 Air 
Base.  
However.
 
there  
is 
little
 
the 
United  States  
can 
do 
to 
help
 
Aquino
 
if 
she 
does
 not 
move
 
quickly
 
to 
help
 
,herself.
 
Economic
 recovery 
depends
 upon
 
initiatives
 
taken
 
in Manila,  
not  
Washington.
 
As 
long
 
as 
the 
Philippines
 
remain  
a sad 
exception
 
to 
the
 
Southeast
 
Asian 
economic
 
success
 
story.
 
Aquino's
 
administration
 
will  he 
vulnerable.
 
Over
 
half
 
of 
Philippine
 
households earn 
less 
than the 
country's
 
poverty
 
level of $540 a 
year.
 Basic
 
government
 
services
 
are  
unreliable
 
and 
her 
administration
 has 
been 
plagued
 with 
allegations  
of 
corruption.
 Land 
reform
 
was 
promised,
 
but 
she 
moved
 
away  
from  
that
 
pledge
 
s(xm 
after 
taking
 
office.  
This 
latest 
coup 
attempt
 is 
only  
one  of 
many
 since 
Aquino
 
came  
to 
power in February 
1986.
 Unless
 
Aquino
 
reduces
 
government
 
con-
trol 
of' the 
economy
 and 
encourages
 the 
private 
sector,
 steps
 vital
 to 
winning
 grass
-roots
 sup-
port, 
not even
 
American  
military  
aid  will 
be 
able to save 
her.  
The 
Free
 Press,
 
Mankato,
 
Minn.  
U.S.  
aid
 to 
El
 
Salvador:
 
El 
Salvador,.says
 
President
 
George
 Bush,
 
has 
an
 elected 
government
 and 
therefore 
is de-
serving 
of
 continued
 U.S. 
economic  
supp(m.  
But
 can our 
foreign 
policy  be 
so 
simplis-
tic? 
We
 don't think
 so. 
The brutal
 torture and 
murder of 
six Jesuit 
priests.
 two of their
 house 
workers
 and the 
ar-
rest  of 12 
Lutheran
 missionary 
workers in El 
Salvador should
 cause Bush. 
Congress  and the 
rest of us 
to
 reconsider U.S. 
support. 
If Bush and 
Congress
 are truly 
concerned
 
about making 
El
 Salvador a bona fide 
democ-
racy, they 
cannot  support a 
government
 that al-
lows
 the murder of freedom
-preaching
 Jesuits. 
The
 Jesuits are well-known
 for their scholarly 
research about El 
Salvador's  people and for 
championing the causes 
of
 peasants and refu-
gees. For 
this, they  have become a target of the 
Salvadoran ruling class. 
The murder and oppression in 
El
 Salvador 
cannot go 'on with U.S. help. It's time Bush 
and Congress realize 
that.  
ri 
St. Louis 
Post
-Dispatch 
East Germany: 
The East German Communist Party had 
called a crisis congress for Dec. 15-17, but at 
the rate the
 "crisis" is escalating. there may 
not
 he much of a party to 
convene.
 
After a mere 46 days in 
tx)wer.  party 
leader Egon
 Krenz  along with the 
entire 
Central Committee and 
Politburo   has been 
driven 
from office. Former 
leader  Erich Hon-
ecker and his 
cohorts  have been expelled
 from 
the party.
 And aside from 
shifts at the top, 
more than 2(X),(XX) 
party.  
members  have simply. 
resigned.
 
As 
Premier Hans 
Modrow and 
the 25 -
member  
reform  committee
 struggle to hold 
things 
together,  
opposition  leaders
 are calling
 
for  speedy 
elections  and
 a referendum
 on 
reu-
nification.
 
The 
self-proclaimed  vanguard 
of the peo-
ple finds 
itself unable 
to keep 
pace
 with the 
people's
 
demands
 for 
democracy.
 Certain 
re-
form
-minded  
politicians.  
such  as ... Modrow,
 
may
 survive 
in the 
changed  
political  
climate.
 
But stripped
 of its 
monopoly 
on power.
 the 
party 
must  be 
prepared to 
sweep
 
its house 
clean 
  or he 
swept 
into 
the dustbin 
of his-
tory.
 
Aiken
 
(S.C.)
 
Standard  
Eastern
 Europe: 
With  masses
 of 
demonstrators
 filling 
the 
streets
 
of 
Eastern 
European
 
capitals 
almost  
daily,
 the 
overhanging  
question 
is how 
long 
the 
Kremlin
 will 
continue
 
to
 
acquiesce
 in 
such 
sweeping,
 
unpredictable
 change.
 
Has  the 
pro-
cess
 gone 
too far 
to
 halt, 
or
 could 
armored 
di-
visions 
fmm the
 east 
once  again
 crush 
the ris-
ing 
hopes  for 
reform'?
 
For now,
 the 
tumult
 in 
Eastern
 
Europe  
serves
 
the  
interests
 
of
 Mikhail 
Gorbachevs  re-
structuring
 
campaign.
 Faced
 with
 profound
 
economic
 
deterioration.
 
Moscow  can
 no 
longer 
afford  
to 
maintain
 its 
Eastern
 European
 
holdings.  
But 
it is 
significant
 to 
note 
that the 
scope  
of 
political  
and 
economic
 
change
 
already  
oc-
curring
 
in 
Eastern
 
Europe  
far 
exceeds  the 
goals 
embraced
 by 
... 
Gorbachev.
 
Most  fundamen-
tally, 
... 
Gorbachev
 
pledges
 not open jx)litical 
competition  
but a revival 
of 
Marxism,  with the 
Communist  
Party's  
power  
monopoly  pre-
served
 as "the 
political  
vanguard  
of 
Soviet 
so-
ciety." 
In 
a 
manifest()  
published  
(last) 
week 
by
 
Pravda.
 the 
Kremlin 
leader 
stressed
 the 
"ad-
visability
 of 
keeping  
the one -party 
system." 
while 
describing
 his 
objective  
as
 
"humane
 so-
cialism.'
  
a throwback
 to 
(Czehoslovakia's  
Al-
exander) 
Dubceks  
aborted
 effort
 two 
decades
 
ago 
to 
implement
 
"socialism
 
with a 
human  
face."
 
With  
Eastern
 
Europe's  
communist
 
leaders
 
in 
headlong
 
retreat, 
even  
those  
reformers
 
who  
now
 hold
 power
 in 
Moscow
 must
 
wonder
 
anx-
iously
 just 
where
 the 
falling  
dominoes  
will 
stop.  
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News
 
Yesterday
 
The 
California
 
Postsecondary
 
Education 
Commission  held 
hearings
 
in
 San
 
Francisco
 
on Dec. 10- I I 
to
 
discuss
 
the  
disagreements
 
in their
 
projected
 
enrollment
 figures and those 
derived 
from
 the 
three 
levels
 of 
higher
 
education.
 
Today  
A 
state  audit 
of
 the
 Student
 Union Recreation and 
Events  
Center  
has 
been
 put 
on 
hold  
while  
the  
California  State 
University
 system 
seeks
 
restitution  
for the
 project's million 
dollar 
cost  overruns. See 
page 1 
15
 
Years  
Ago  
A preliminary
 injunction
 was obtained by 
the  
California  State 
University
 and Colleges to 
bar
 a Los 
Angeles -based 
commercial 
marketer  
of
 research papers from selling written 
materials
 which 
might be 
submitted  
by
 students for credit 
as original 
research.  
Senator 
under
 fire 
SAN 
RAFAEL.  Calif. 
(APIUnder  
party 
pressure not to run again, 
Sen.  
Alan Cranston said he made 
a mistake 
but 
denied  again any wrongdoing when 
he accepted money for three nonpartisan 
voter registration groups from the chief 
of a failed Southern California savings 
and loan. 
Cranston, D -Calif., said Monday 
he'd be "a coward 
and a wimp" if he 
required political allegiance as a re-
quirement for
 his senatonal help. 
Speechmaking in a Mann County po-
litical recess tour, the 75 -year -old 
vet-
eran liberal 
lawmaker
 also pledged 
again to run for 
re-election  in 1992 
Federal authorities
 are reportedly
 
looking into circumstances
 surrounding 
$850,000
 in contributions
 front 
conser-
vative financier
 Charles Keating
 Jr., to 
the 
three  voter 
registration
 groups 
di-
rected
 by Cranston's
 son. Kim. 
Also under investigation, by 
the FBI 
and Senate 
Ethics
 Committee, is a ques-
tion whether 
Cranston  and four Senate 
colleagues tried to 
intercede
 with federal 
reg.ulators  for Keating. 
former
 head of 
the failed 
Lincoln
 Savings & Loan. The 
failure could cost
 taxpayers more than 
S2.5 billion. 
"When the
 people of California hear 
the facts and not 
the image, they will 
make a judgment
 that nothing was 
amiss as 
far  as I ant concerned 
in the 
Keating affair, and
 my record ... will 
lead to my 
re-election  in 1992," he 
said  
in a 
speech.  
New revelations
 Tuesday indicated 
that Cranston and 
Sen.
 Dennis DeCon-
cini, D -Ariz.. made 
last-minute  appeals 
to top bunking 
regulators urging a 
sale
  rather than government sei-
zure 
 of Lincoln Savings and 
Loan 
last spring
 after being lobbied on behalf 
of the 
owner  and a potential 
buyer.  
according to interviews
 and documents. 
In an interview 
before a student audi 
vice  at the James
 B. Davidson Middle 
School, 
Cranston
 pictured 
Keating  as a 
constituent  he helped
 because he 
figured
 
the businessman 
was  being harassed 
by
 
federal loan 
regulators.  
"I
 would be a 
coward and 
a wimp... 
he told 
the students. "if I 
said to a con-
tributor that because 
you  contributed to 
me 
it might lead 
to
 the 
appearance
 of 
impropnety
 if I helped you. and 
so I 
won't help 
you. I would 
he a pretty 
sorry
 
senator.''
 
SpartaGuide
 
TODAY  
Jewish
 
Student
 
Union:
 
Luncheon.  12 30 
p m to 2 30 
pm
 .SU 
Montalvo
 
Room.  
Call
 
924-7931
 
Academk  
Vice 
President's
 Office:
 Open 
Forum 
Martin  
Ahumada. candidate.
 
Associate
 
Academic
 Vice 
President  
Undergraduate
 
Studies.
 11 
a m . 
Engineering
 Building 
(Room 
287)
 
Call
 
92.'-
2400 
Department
 
of
 
Meterology:
 
Seminar.
 4 
p m to 5 p 
m 
Duncan  
HO
 (Room 
6151 
Call 924-5200 
Advertising
 122 
Class:  
Apple  
Extravaganza
 
(in coniuncton
 
with  Apple 
Computer
 and 
Spartan  
Bookstore).
 10 
a 
m 
to 4 
p m 
Art Ouad 
tent
 in front
 of 
the 
bookstore
 
Call  924-4555 
or 
(415)
 
591-8173  
Nu 
Alpha  Kappa 
fraternity:
 
Pledge  
Social
 
730 p 
m.SU 
Guadalupe
 
Room  
Call
 293-
0521
 
A.S.P.B.:
 
Wednesday
 Night
 
Cinema
 
The 
Rocky
 Horror Picture 
Show.
 
ttpm
 
Student
 Unon
 Ballroom 
Call
 
924-6261
 
Alcoholics
 
Anonymous:
 
Meeting  
noon
 
Campus
 
Chnstian
 
Center
 
Christian
 
Science
 
Orgainzation:
 
Testimony
 meeting 11 
30 a m to 
12 30 
pm 
SU
 
Montalvo
 Room 
Call
 258-1035 
S.A.F.E.R.
 (Student 
Affiliation  For 
Environmental
 
Respect):  
Meeting  
6 
p m . 
Dudley 
Moorhead
 
Hall  
(Room
 235A) Call 
924-5467  
Fantasy & 
Strategy 
Club: Open
 Gaming.
 6 
pm .SU 
Costanoan
 Room Call 
924-7097
 
Campus
 
Ministry:
 Prayer and 
Sharing.  7 30 
a m . Campus 
Christian
 Center ( 
tOth and 
San
 Carlos) 
Call
 
298-0204
 
THURSDAY
 
Academk  
Vke 
President's  
Office:  Open 
FORM). Dr 
Warren  
Furumoto.
 candidate 
Associate 
Academic
 Vice President
 
Undergraduate  
Studies.
 3 p 
m 
Engineering
 
Building
 (Room 
287)
 Call
 924-2400 
Gay 
Lesbian 
Bisexual
 
Alliance:
 
Christmas
 
Party 4 30 p m 
to 6 30 
pm
 SU 
Costanoan
 Room 
Call 
236-2002
 
Alcoholics  Anonymous:
 Meeting. noon 
Campus
 
Christian  
Center  
Phi 
Gamma  Delta: Comedy Night. 8 
p m to 
10 p m 
. Admission $4. Morris 
Dailey  
Auditorium  Call 279-9514 
SJSU
 International
 Programs 
Office:  
Information
 
meetIng  
on California 
State  
University
 s 
International
 Study 
Program 
(last 
chance  for this semester). 1 
30 p m to 
3pm.and
 7pm 
to8pm
 SU 
Costanoan
 
Room
 Call 
924-2482  or 279-4575 
FRIDAY 
San
 Jose State Folk Dance
 Club 
(beginners welcome): 
international  
Folk  
Dance 
Class 
8 p rn to 9 p m (teaching) 9 
p m 
to
 10 
30
 p m 
(requests). 
Women s 
Gym Spartan Compiey (Room
 89) 
Cali  
293-1302 
or 287
 
6369
 
SUNDAY 
Campus
 Ministry: Sunday 
VVorship
 
Lutheran 9 a m 
(only 
this
 
Sunday)  
Catholic 6 30p m and 8 p m Campus 
Chnstian Center Chapel 1 Oth and San 
Carlos)
 
Call 
298-0204
 
North 
returns
 to court 
WASHINGTON I API 
Oliver
 
Nonh 
returns today to the courthouse 
where he was convicted of 
three 
felo-
nies in the Iran -Contra scandal. 
this
 
time as a 
pnwpective  
gosemment  wit-
ness 
against  his 
former
 boss, John Poin-
dexter. 
North was called 
to testify at a pre-
trial 
heanng  in which a federal 
judge  
will 
determine whether the ex -White 
House aide was tainted
 by the 1987 im-
munized congressional testimony
 of 
Poindexter, the former national secunty 
adviser 
Under a 1972 Supreme Coun ruling. 
the government
 may 
make
 no use of a 
delentlant's
 
testimony
 that was com-
pelled under a limited grant of immunity 
Iron) prosecution 
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I ni I incites 
$2 tickets for cans 
Fans contnbuting 
to the San Jose 
Jammers
 Christina, 
('hanty
 Night will 
receise 
$2 discount on any ticket tor 
tonight's
 Continental 
Basketball  Asso-
ciation game 
against  the Tulsa Fast 
Breakers
 
Anyone 
who  brings a new 
toy tor 
the 
Miuines' Toys for Tots campaign or a 
can of food for the United Way
 Canned 
!mod Drive 
will get the discount, 
according to a statement
 relarted by the 
Jammers. 
Collectiim
 booths open at 6:30 p.m. 
in front of the
 Rec Center Arena, and 
the game starts at 7:35 p.m. Ticket 
prices before the discount are 
S5
 for 
general reserve, S7 kir 
upper  reserve, 
S9 kir lower 
reserve  and S25 courtside.
 
'The Jammers are 7-5 and Tulsa is 10-
6. Both teams are in the 
Westem  divi-
sion of 
the  National Conference. 
For
 more information call 
(408)  272-
Dt INK 
UPD auctions bites 
lite University Police Department is 
auctioning off bicycles this week 
Twenty bikes, which have not been 
claimed this semester. are available on 
an "as is. where is" basis UPD 
is 
w:cepting bids starting 
at 115 and the 
successful bidder will be responsible tor 
removing equipment Imm the prenuses. 
For appointments or information, 
call  
Jim Gaddis at the department. 924-2222 
or 924-1594. The bikes
 can be in-
spected between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. at 
the department patio. 
The sale ends Enday at 2:30 p.m. 
scholarship:swamis
 
Student  Assistance 
is
 now accepting 
applicatkMS  for 
scholarships.
 
fellowships, 
grants  and loans for 
the 
1989-90  
school 
year.  
According to 
the president of Student 
Assistance,
 Mark Caffey, college
 stu-
dents can fill out an application 
tiir  the 
awards. For an 
application  or infornia-
tion. send 
a self -addressed -stamped en-
velope 
to: Student Assistance, P.(). Box 
1481 
Friendswotxi,  Texas. 77546. 
Bush  sees 
for 
hopeful
 
WASHINGTON  -- 
President Bush 
says 
new openings 
for democracy
 
and 
peace around
 the world
 make 
this  Christmas 
"a
 moment to 
be
 re-
membered." 
"For
 40 years
 the 
world  has 
known
 only a gnm 
and joyless 
peace, hard 
and  cold," 
the
 president 
said 
Sunday.
 "But 
riow, 
every-
where. you 
see  signs of a 
warrner, 
more 
hopeful  peaxe, 
like a candle 
which flickers
 in the 
distance. It 
beckons, 
encourages, 
ca.sts  a bright 
glow in the
 world's 
darkest
 cor-
ners...
 
Bush 
spoke on stage
 at the end 
of
 
the taping 
of
 an NBC 
television  spe-
cial. 
"Chnstmas
 in 
Washington."  
that
 will air Dec. 18. 
Flutist 
James  
Galway,
 singers 
Di-
ahann Carroll
 and Olivia
 Newton -
John . the 
U.S. Naval Academy
 glee 
club  and the 
Itx:al Ea.stem 
High 
School choir 
pnwided
 the entenain-
inent at 
the  National 
Building  Mu-
seum.
 
The
 
show
 kicked off 
two weeks of 
parties 
and  
celebrations
 leading 
up to 
Chnstmas. 
"Chnstmas
 in 
1989
 will 
be
 a mo-
to he 
remembered,  a 
moment
 
good
 
signs
 
Christmas
 
'Freedom
 comes
 
and 
lights
 a 
candle
 
that
 must 
never  be 
put out.' 
 
President
 Bush 
of new 
faith  and freedom, new hope 
for
 peace,'' said the president. spon-
ing a red 
anti green tie. 
"Change
 comes and challenges 
us. 
Freedom
 comes and lights a can-
dk that must never be put out." 
said 
Bush. 
"Let every candle we light. every 
hymn we offer, 
symboliz.e
 the hope 
of a new
 century, hope
 of 
mankind  
that
 there will indeed he peace on 
earth. goodwill. and the 
blessings  of 
freedom for all people." 
'The event benefited the Children's 
Hospital National Medical 
Center  of 
Washington.
 
The show included 
taped footage of Mrs. Bush reading 
to children at the hospital's 
Chnstma.s party last Wednesday'. 
Soviets
 scrap 
bid to 
reject 
communists
 
MOSCOW (AP)  In a victory 
for President Mikhail 
S. Gorbachev. 
the Soviet Congress
 today rejected a 
hid to put on the 
agenda  the question 
of whether to 
scrap  the C'ommunist 
Pany's
 leading nile in society 
However. hundreds 
(il  delegates 
backed the 
bid at the opening
 of the 
10-day: session 
of the Congress 
ot 
People's  Deputies 
Gorbachev  
has 
sought
 to keep
 the focus 
on
 eco-
nomic issues
 lite 
deputies
 turned 
down the issue by a vote 
of
 I .131i 
to 
109.
 
with  
56 
abstentions  
In recent
 weeks, 
Hungary.
 Ea.st 
Germany
 and 
Czechoslovakia
 have 
ended guaranteed
 Communist su-
premacy as 
a wave of 
democratic  re -
tom) 
that  was panty inspired
 hy (ior 
bachev 's tolerance
 
(hi 
Monday'.  
Bulgana's
 lead
 
ership 
pmposed
 a 
multiparty
 system.
 
something  
lawmakers
 in the 
Soviet 
Baltic 
republic  
of
 Lithuania
 endorsed
 
last 
week  
Gorbachev 
opened  today's second 
session 
of
 the boisterous. sometimes 
combative  Congress by saying
 emer-
gency 
economic measures were 
his 
priority 
"We need drastic 
reforms."
 he 
said. "Sti far. 
there  are no im-
provements
 in this
 area. 
that's  why 
the 
Supreme Soviet 
(Congress'
 
standing legislature) decided that the 
main question would he 
discussion
 
of economic
 
reform.  
Gorbachev  called tor the
 vote on 
SS 
hello.  
Anicle  6 of the 
constitution  
should
 he included in the 
agenda  
after 
reformers.  including
 human 
nghts activist Andrei 
Sakhanw and 
deputies from the
 restive 
Baltic
 re-
publics. 
demanded  debate on 
the 
Communist  Part legal 
monopoly
 
on 
power  
Article 6 makes the Communist 
Pany "the 
leading  and guiding tirrce 
of 
Soviet  society and the nucleus of 
as pol it ical 
system.
 ' 
Alter 
discussing
 
the motion tor an 
hour. the deputies
 rejected the
 pro-
posal
 
A pmposal to 
include  laws on 
land and
 propeny was
 also rejected.
 
Scholar
 wins
 award 
By 
Vincent  T. 
Oddo  
Daily
 staff wrtter 
Mr 
21
-year -old daughter of an SJSU 
MUSIC 
teacher  is among :12 Antencans 
who 
have  joined the prestigious ranks of 
Rhodes
 Scholars.
 
Martina Vandenberg, an international 
relations major 
and student body presi-
dent at Pomona College, was selected 
hy the Rhodes kholarship Trust Sun-
day to he a recipient of a 1990 Rhodes 
Scholarship 
Gretchen Vandenberg. an SJSU 
MUSIC teacher for the past two years and 
Manina's mother, said that she is 
pleased with 
her daughter's achieve-
ment
 
Martina "has 
always
 been an out-
standing student; she has a very keen 
understanding of different subject mat-
ter, and I, my husband and her 
profes-
sors have known her to be a 
very
 hard 
worker," said 
Gretchen. It takes hard 
work, not just brains. to succeed in to-
day's world, she 
said.  
Shortly after the announcement of her 
daughter's scholarship award. Gretchen 
told a Mercury News reporter that
 she 
was "in shock" over 
the news. How-
ever. she later said that it came as no 
surprise to her or her husband, Pieter. 
"Both my husband 
and I have con-
sistently had faith in her.
 somehow we 
knew she would win the scholarship.
-
Gretchen said. adding that Pieter, whom 
she says is good at predictions. 
said  it 
would bc an 
"easy  win... 
Martina. 
who is a member 
of the 
group 
Students for Nuclear 
Responsibil-
It!, HSU% the last 
candidate  interviewed 
Saturday . and she 
thought it was a   lost 
cause"  when she was not 
calkd  back 
for funher interviews 
But, an hour after 
the 
interview.  Manina 
received  the 
news of her scholarship victory. 
She. along with 
13 other women and 
IS men selected from 102 finalists, will 
receive two years of study 
in Oxford. 
England. Scholarship winners have 
their college and university
 fees paid 
and receive 
a stipend to cover living ex-
penses. 
Upon  graduation from Pomona C'ol-
lege 
in May. Martina plans 
to earn her 
graduate degree in 
international
 rela-
tions at 
Oxford 
University.  
The Rhodes scholarships 
were estab-
lished
 in 1902 by the estate of Cecil 
Rhodes, a British 
philanthropist who 
had 
hoped  the scholarships would con-
tribute to world 
understanding  and 
peace.
 Women were first 
eligible  for the 
Rhodes 
scholarship  in 1976, 
and
 154 
women have 
won  Rhodes scholarships 
since then. 
DEMO
 SKI  CENTER 
Over 
150  demo skis 
to choose from.
 
Sids
 from 90 to 225 Lin 
...plus 
snowboard  
rentaLs
 
Ski 
It
 
'Th 
Bellew
 
It!
 
1111 
Saratoga  Ave. 
San Jose 
996-7669  
Snow Phone 
723
-SNOW  
1345 
Blossom
 Hill Rd. 
San Jose 723-2485 
7-71 
KEN'S HUBB BARBER SHOP tr   
" 
Rock  'n Ron Barbers" 
TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM 
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955 
(Next to Robert's  Book Store) 
10 °A) off Nexxus Products 
Come 
to 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 
tor 
a little holiday magic . . . . 
tis ton. 
Iletv4ten
 
Sucene  
.Thict
 oarrie
 Dalt.
 
9 : 0 0 :t in 
-  4 : 
00 p 
December
 
DM 
2 
We'll turn your 
hooks 
into 
CASH!!!
 
I.D. required 
Sell 
Your  Books
 
Back
 
For 
Up 
To
 
50% 
ot
 
the
 nes. hook 
price
 
TWO
 
CONVENIENT
 
LOCATIONS
 
Ag.'-Re* 
Monday
  
Thursday  
II
  
1:14  
 
7:00
 pni
 
/rid."
 1215
 
9 S111 
 5 poi 
s.oterdd%
 
Id 10 
am 4 pin 
- 
End,
 
11 
IN
  
I:
 22 
am  ":011 pin 
SAN,
 
CI% 
I: 2; 
;1111 
51101 
nier
 through
 
ampithelitre  
ENTER
 
OUR 
"SPARTAN
 
BOOKSTORE
 PLAYS 
SANTA" coraFsr
 
GET 
ONE 
ENTRY
 
FORM
 
FOR  EVERY BOOK YOU SE!. L 
DRAWINGS
 
HELD
 
DAILY!!!!
 
*WIN*  
SONY
 
WALKMEN,  
CLOCK  
RADIOS,
 
CALCULATORS,  MINI-SPEAKFr,i
 
SEIKO 
TRANSLATORS,
 SEIKO 
SPELL
 CHECKERS
 
MICRO 
CASSETTE
 
NOTEBOOKS,
 
BATMAN  VIDEOS.
 ed.'ORE" 
**$500
 
GRAND  
PRIZE**
 
- 
DEPOSIT
 ENTRIES
 INSIDE 
BOOKSTORE
  
C.ratonas 
r 
, 
, 
)41:14/' 
Pdgc 1 
Spartan 
Daily/Wednesday,
 
lkCCMher
 
1 3, 
19sy
 
Sports  
Hurst  
finishes
 
first
 in 
Japan
 
Swimmers 
!mproving 
American
 
team
 
victorious
 
in 
times  
Tony %fertadir
 
Daily
 start 
writer 
NS OW slats 
.111ti 
slfil1C%
 
Nen! 
%ION') 
1101S1Cti alt.' 
W11011:11 anthem blared 
M.,  the 
gain Louise. the 
tull signal 
L ante 
of the 
tournament  
that
 lollowed 
Itit 
SPA 
%k golt coach Mark 
( rale like thrindetc lap 
I 
his  
wasn't
 lust 
another
 "tourney " 
r vis 
coaching 
the 
National  
team that won
 the ts1(..AA  Ja-
pan
 
t 
(ion
 
I ()ornament
 
in 
I okko. lapan 
fwo 
ol its 
members
 Included 
the 
backbone 
ot In. own NA'
 A Lhampon
 
wani
 
from last 
season
 
',Psi ''s
 Pat 
Ilinst  
Lind Dina 
Aminaccapane  
thought
 
we'd  
he 
too 
ielaked,'
 
said 
Chile -Then
 dining the
 01101111g 
lVre1110111e,  
tealiied
 that 
we
 
weien't  
ova plak
 mg tor 
ourselkes,
 we 
were 
plak
 nu! ,111/1111
 
V11lIl 
Ole 
detention:  
NI:AA
 
I fik
 
ision
 I 
champion.
 leading
 the way. 
the team posted  
the 
largest
 
%Kira)  Mar-
git' 
in the 15 yeto 
history  of the 
event.  
Die 
NCAA. 
represented  
by
 eight 
Anwrican men and tout NO11101. tnp 
lute,'
 
41,4
 billionth  
Hurst
 finished in first place. 
shooting  
a 
final  1, quid 7 
fir defeat 
Japan's
 
!otitis.. I 
minima and 
finished
 with 22; 
toe 
Watson
 Da,ly staff photographer
 
Pat II urst w as k 
ictorimis and reunited with family in Japan 
1111:11 
Nil`, the 
lowest  since 
19141  
pants 
in that 
IIHIM.1111e111
 included 
Julie
 
Inkster
 and 
Raker.
 who 
went
 on to win 
the I. S Open
 in her 
hist eat 
on
 the IP( 
FA 
tom 
, 
',ally  
Mockett  
Iron) I illsa l'inkersity 
shot 
2;1 and 
Canan
 N1,1enin.
 ai 
Ok-
lahoma
 Six,: 
l'nneiat
 had 231 
to Fin-
ish in second and
 
thud
 
place.  
rcspec 
iikelk 
Ammaccapne
 fired 
a final 
round 75 
and 
heat Stook. 
atanabe  to place 
,p,m. %%nil
 ,, 
I 2441
 
Ikspite  the 
lopsided
 
score.  Gale said 
sekeral of the 
hes 
were Vet) CIOSe 
"I
 IOW the 
team
 
that we were 
going
 
to
 
11,0e to work for 
this  
k 
ictory." 
Hurst 
was  voted 
the Most 
Valuable
 
Player
 ril the 
tournament  
tor her 
perfor  
mance 
and  
was  easil the 
most
 
popular
 
player
 there.
 according  
to tale 
"Everyhrxh,
 was interested
 in her.''
 
tiale 
said. ' 
tele
 CI
-CU  
and 
reporters  
constantly  
her . 
 
inter%
 iev, 
mg 
Hurst is 
of 
Japanese  
desLeni 
and  
\I, 
,is 
reunited  
with  
seketal
 'chimes
 she 
ticket  
really 
klieW.  Het 
1110111er :111l1
 grand 
mother 
accompanied
 her 
throughout  
the
 
tournanyent.
 walking 
the entire  
length ra 
the 6.519 
yard CI 
MrS(..   
Nurses  
grandmother  
is Mt 
years -old. 
"I 
felt
 
Pat  
was
 
overly
 
nervous in the 
beginning.-
 said Gale. 
"Rut  she had 
the 
leeling  
that  she would 
do 
kkell.'  
Ammaccapnne
 was
 not 
happy  with 
her first
 
round  
pet-Irwin:nice,  hut won 
the
 rest of her 
rounds rather
 hantlidb 
This
 was the
 second 
victory !Or
 (idle 
in the
 
tournament  Ile 
also
 served
 
as the 
coach 
tor the 
Vtill11CII.SIC;1111
 in 
19147. 
'I'm very impressed with the 
change.  
matte in 
this 
country  and 
with 
this tournament... said Gale. "The style 
oi play Lk tth the golfers is much more 
professional
 and the talent
 was bettei 
this
 than last time. -
"I learned 
a 
lot as 
a coach. 
I saw 
a lot 
ot toughness
 in the 
eye.
 
01 
the 
girls  
and 
I hope 
to carry
 
that
 
over  to 
the
 
hack 
home 
 
With SJSI
 nest 
tournament  
sched-
uled
 
alto  w 
Intel
 break. 
Gale and 
his team
 can 
look  
lomat tl 
to some
 
well  
deserked
 rest 
Ilut Gale
 thstourages
 the 
thought
 that 
Hurst  and 
Ammaccapane
 
will suffer 
a let down
 after their
 "learn-
ing 
expenence   
"They'll 
use  this ekperience
 as a 
stetting
 stone,-
 Gale 
said  
Pac 1 0 cancels
 basketball
 toumey for academics
 
 At ..s,r ckEt.K. 
only thiee seasons ago. tot
 at 
ademic  
state  nest 
\hos
 
s was  appimed 
Die 
Pavi
 tic - 
10
 Conference  
announced 
reasons
 
last 
weekend  
hy 
presidents  
and 
ttiesda it is 
discontinuing  its postsea 
I 
he
 
action
 takes 
effect
 
following  
the  
chancellors  
meeting  
in San 
Francisco.
 
son 
haskethall  tournament. inaugurated 
!Mirth  and 
final
 
tournament
 ;it 
Artiona
 
takes 
ett.1
 
s   
GO FIRST CLASS ON 
ECONOMY FARE 
EARN EXTRA 
COLLEGE
 CREDIT IN JUST 13 DAYS! 
$5.00 PER 
CREDIT  
EVERGREEN  VALLEY COLLEGE 
WINTER  INTERSESSION CLASS 
-Art 
Appreciation
 
-Computer
 
Information  
-Ethnic Studies 
-Geography
 
-History
 
Philosophy
 (Logic 
& Introduction)
 
Political 
Science 
Principles
 of Real Estate 
Principles
 of Economics (Macro) 
-Psychology  (General & 
Developmental) 
-Sociology 
-Speech 
Communications  
CREDIT
 CAN BE TRANSFERRED TO 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
 
Classes 
run  January 
2-19,  Monday thru Friday, 3 week 
session
 
For
 more information
 on Winter lntersession  classes,  
please 
call 
Admissions & 
Records, 270-6441 
or 
270-6450. 
Walk-in  registration
 
now in 
progress. 
For express 
registration,  
bring 
SJSU
 
I.D. 
with
 you! 
EVERGREEN
 
VALLEY
 
COLLEGE
 
3095
 Yerba 
Buena 
Road 
San 
Jose,  
California  
95135
 
140beri Mallard
 
°tray
 stall
 writer 
DesplIc 
.1 22 7; 
to 
Fresno
 State 
Siitur,Lo,  swimming coach 
\ ',lime 
kadlubck
 is 
hams
 won
 the 
remii's 
progress  so 
lar 
the,  season.
 
SIM dropped to I 2 and Fresno 
State 
upped 1.. 
re, ord to 
ri
 I 
-You
 cannot
 look
 at the swore,-
 said 
Cane Brennan. soma 
SJSI! learn cap-
tain
 
Spanan IA inutimer Nicole Ballenger 
added.
 ''All tlw races 
Ble1111,111
 pointed  
lilt! I:WI that
 j 
OI lilt. 1.1k es %%CR' 
IOSItIONI1  IIIC  
"We weren't beaten hadly Hal-
lengei said Cane and I were out 
touched
 " 
"l'ou can't esen see
 it oil the L 
said 
"We're
 
swimming
 tired
 
right  
now  
Brennan  
said.
 "( ince 
we
 rest 
more 
we'll 
he able 
to
 
11111.11our  
nices."
 
II 
!Hushes
 
aren't  
up 
to par in 
practice.
 
then 
Kadlutick
 
requires  
her 
swimmers
 to 
do
 ilw 
entire 
stroke
 
over
 
again.  
Bal-
lenger
 said 
"It 
was  a good 
meet
 Mr us, Kadlu-
bek said. 
"Our
 girls swam
 fairly fast. 
We lost a 
couple ot close
 races. -
When the Spartan sw 
Minters face 
Fresno State 
again
 on 
Feb  10 
Kadlu-
!Irk is confident
 that the 
team
 will be 
able
 to tum 
some 
of last 
weeks close 
losses  
k 1111 
III 
IrInaldl
 
11.1t1 
place finishes
 ill 
the 
200 I M.. Butterfly
 and 
51M  
free -
so
 le 
Brennan
 lost by 
only
 three hun-
dredths
 
of a second in the  
200
 I.S1 and 
lour
 hundredths
 in the 500 tree. 
Nicole
 Ballenger 
placed second in 
the 50 
freest.)
 le and
 
lo0 
huttertly
 de-
spite
 being 
siLk. Kadluhek said. 
IsarlItillek commented 
that the duel 
meet 
only  lasted 55 
minutes  
because
 the 
Fresno 
swimmers
 wattled
 
to gel 
hack  
to 
Fresno
 sit 
they could 
%%Mill the I.SU 
toothall
 
team
 
play in the 
California  
liow 
I. 
The pace 
of the Meet was
 henificial 
to the stAminiers 
hecaiie  they 
have
 
10
 
leam 
how to he competitive even when
 
the)
 are iired. Kadlohek
 said. Their is 
normall
 
more rest nine 
in between 
Toresa
 1-lk,rteati 
Daily staff
 photographi,
 
'alie 
swift,  allci 
an 
cshaustine
 
skk 
im meet 
against
 Pit 
races 
Kridlubel.  
was pleased 
with 
I 
irk,  
Spit/L. because she 
improsed
 her 
in 
the  
.'isr (2.1015i  and 500 
rh:07:47.1
 
freest%
 Ics. she said 
Spitte placed 
third 
in the 
loimer  
Linen,
 Foster
 finistwd
 
second  
in the 
100 
flees')  
le 
with  a 
time  
()I I 
00:54. 
Melam 
Allen 
and  Maria 
liond 
finished  
third in the
 100 
backstroke  
and  50 
free-
style 
with 
times ol I 
i21:h5
 and
 27:43 
respectively
 
The 
Spanan 
sv,111111ICIN  
1141S1 Cal 
Slat,. 
Hayward
 this 
attention
 at the 
Aquaii. 
Center
 at 
2.111  p.m. A 
diving
 
eshihniorr
 
will he 
held 
at
 I 
;11 pin 
prior to the 
meet 
'So 
pont.  
will he scored lor the 
div 
Lompetition  
'Cal 
State heat 
11, 
%At! hOpt! 
We COI them
 
ha, I.. 
IS.1,11111s4  said 
EARN EXTRA $$$ 
FOR  THE 1101,1DAY 
SEASON AND 
PARTICIPATE
 IN S.J.'S 
LARGEST NEW
 YEARS 
EVE  
PARTY - 
ODYSSEY  !-
Service 
America
 is looking for eager, 
energetic  people for 
the following 
positions at thc S.J. Convention
 Center: 
 Banquet
 waiters/waitresses 
 Kitchen Helpers 
 Banquet Captains 
 Dishwa.shers 
 Bartenders
 
 Porters 
 
Cooks  
Please apply
 by calling 277- 3506, Mon - Wed, 
10am 
- 2prn. 
You can help 
make  ODYSSEY I the " Party
 of the Year"! 
We 
want mend 19}49 at 
2-2 
Brennan was a little more 
confident.
 
''WeIl definately 
heat  11,1% 
Brennan
 said 
"They beat us by 
three  points last 
seat 
." Brennan 
said. "We  have a better 
team 
this " 
ErstvE I 
"WE RENT
 FOR LESS 
cARS/TR_UCKS/VANS
 
 Clean, late model vehicles 
 Daily 
rates from 
$23.95 
 Visa/MC/AE accepted 
but not required 
 Unlimited mileage plan 
 Free 
mileage  plan 
 Age requirement: 21 
 8 
minutes
 from 
campus
 
 10% discount for S.J 
S.U.  
Students, 
Faculty,  6 
Staff
 
on wPekly & monthly rentals 
Santa 
Clara Industries  
50 Umbarger
 Road 
San Jose CA. 95111  
(4 0 
8)2  8 1-4
 6b6 
LEAD
 THE 
FIELD.
 
- 
Y".  
Plus
 
$4,000  
selection
 
bonus.
 
Alter 
graduation,
 
as a 
Navy 
4 
ricer,
 you
 
receive
 a 
year  
of
 
grad
-
!late
-level
 
training
 
unavailable
 
anyi.vhere
 
else  
at
 any 
price.
 
You 
become
 
highly
 
trained
 
MCIIII/C1
 
it 
an 
elite 
group
 
leading
 
the 
adventure
 
in 
today's
 
nuclear
 
Navy.  
And,
 
after
 five 
years, 
you  
can 
be 
earning
 as 
much as 
$50,000.  
"lb qualify, you must be working
 
toward.
 
or
 
have
 
earned,
 a 
balielor's
 
degree
 and
 be 
a U.S. citizen
 
between  19 and 25 years 
of 
age.
 You 
must 
also have 
Lompleted
 a 
minimum
 
of 
one 
Year 
each
 of calculus and 
calculus
-based 
physics
 
with  
a 
"B" 
average  
or 
better.
 
Call 
the 
Navy  Management
 
Programs  
Office
 lor 
information
 
on
 how 
to
 
apply.
 If 
you'd  like to lead the field,
 join 
the 
best 
in 
the 
nuclear  
field.  
Call
 collect
 
415-452-2900
 
As a 
nuclear
 
officer,  
you 
could  
lead 
the field
 in 
nuclear  
propul-
sion
 
technology.
 The 
Navy 
operates
 
the inost 
advanced
 
I I 
uclear  
equipment
 
in
 thi: 
%%odd.
 
Including
 
more
 than
 half
 the 
nuclear
 
reactors
 
in 
America.
 
The  
men
 who 
maintain
 
and 
operate  
these
 reactors are
 
among
 the
 
best.  
Thc 
Na \ 
I 
ak.tcpting
 
applica-
lions
 from
 
qualified
 
sophomores,
 
luniors
 and  
seniors
 for
 
the pres-
!warns
 
nuclear
 
program.
 This pi 
gram 
pays 
You 
$1,400
 a month
 dur-
awl 
senior
 Atars. 
NAVY
 
OFFICER
 
Nini
 are
-limit
 
)1r
-row.
 
YOU
 are 
the
 
Navy.
 
Wednesday,
 
December
 I 3, I 
989/Spanan
 I 
>ail
 y 
Page
 5 
Sports  
Point 
guards
 work 
toward
 
building
 basketball 
future
 
Hy Robert !Mallard 
Daily  stall writer
 
To some Spanan 
tans.
 
SJSU guards 
Tom
 Desiano
 and
 
Terry  
Cannon
 rep-
resent
 two entirely
 
different  
aspects  
ot 
the 
basketball 
program.
 
Desiano
 is 
a 
6-100-1
 semor 
point
 
guard 
who
 
idlers
 
experience  
and  lead 
ership to a team
 that consists
 ill 
15 new 
players. He has played
 on 
three  dint:r-
ent 
Spartan
 
basketball
 teams in less 
than
 
a years time.
 
He was a starter 
helore the Jan 1}( 
10
-player
 walkout.
 which 
he didn't 
take  
part in, 
and continued
 in his 
starling  role 
as point 
guard.  Desianti
 led the 
team
 in 
steals and 
was Itiunh 
on
 
the  
replacement  
team
 in scoring
 with a 9.4 
average.
 Ile 
expenenced 
&ISLA entire 
NCAA lead 
ing 21 -game
 losing 
streak  
Cannon.
 a six-foot
 freshman 
point  
guard. 
n.presents  the 
failure ot 
the
 nro 
gram, a 
team that 
Yr hopelull)
 some 
rid) sea SIM 
'Mar a  
March  
Madness'.
 
mood
 as it 
tries tor a 
position
 m the 
N(.AA  
Basketball
 
Tournament
 
's 71169 
ictory  over
 e 
as 
Christian 
1 
IN Ole 
lira 
step 
*Itie two 
01
 
them emphasize that
 tiles 
are 
components  
01 an 
anla 
acute  
team
 
sss 
lem 'hey both 
desire to 
contribute  
cs 
hate%  
er
 it takes to wan 
SIM
 
heralcoas la Stan Morris( 
an 
NIfelNeN
 
teamwork 
first 
and ton:most.
 he 
said
 
The team is 
made
 
up ol 
"haul
 
work-
ing people v.ho aie 
building some-
thing. Momson
 said "Lsery  body has 
insested 
lime. emotion and sweat. 
All 
have been in the trenches 
lksianii emphasized 
that the 
key 
to 
the team's
 success is that players must 
help in any. v.ay possible.
 whether 
it's  
on
 
the coun
 
01 
011  
'We're young and full of enthu 
siasni."
 I 
ksiano
 
said 
"We're  
friends
 
on and 
off the court 
We play its a 
leam 
Mornson added. 
"No  
prima  donna-
sare
 allowed You
 
work
 haat. 
you  get 
rewards    
Cannon
 has 
stained 
al point guard 
every game this 
season Desiano 
a 
starter
 last season,
 comes 
oft  the 
bench  
faltering 
Mondays game 
against  
Texas  Christian 
University.  Desiano 
was only aseraging I I 
minutes and 
1.5 points per game. 
Against  Tull. lie 
played 27 minutes 
and  scored a season 
high 15 points 
"I 
wanted to get in any 
way  1 
could.'' 
Desiano
 said.  I always knew I 
could 
it les getting the chance,
 its a 
niatta.lol getting the minutes    
Speaking
 
of 
his  experience, 
Desiano
 
said. "1 brine a lot to the team " 
Joseph R 
 
Daily staff 
photographer
 
Tom Desiano
 poured in a season 
high 15 points in 
SJSU's
 70-69 victory 
over
 TCU 
WIN A 
TRIP  TO 
HAWAII  
1989 
HANDICAP
 
SINGLES
 
CHRISTMAS  
GIVEAWAY  
December
 
8-10,
 15-17
 
SQUADS EACH
 WEEKEND 
Fridavs 
- 7.00pm,
 Saturdays
 - 2:30. 7.00pm:
 Sundays 
- 1.00pm
 
HO N I'S Special
 Prizes for Squad 
Leaders  and I st - 5th 
Place 
for all 
bowlers
 who enter the 
first  weekend. 
Entry Fee - $20.00 per
 person 
(re-entries
 $15.00) 
5 
games  across I() lanes, 
handicap  166 2/3% of 210 
men,  80% of 210 women)
 
Enter as often as you
 like, but win only one 
prize. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st PLACE 
2ND PLACE
 
3RD PLACE 
*All 
Round Trip 
Airfare
 & 7 -Night 
Accommodation  
Package  for tvio in 
beautiful WAIKIKI 
BEACII
 
3 
DAV-2 NIGHT 
Package  for
 two at the  beautiful SHOWBOAT
 
HOTEL & 
CASINO in 
LAS  VEGAS. 
plus  
....$200.00 in 
cash 
3 
DAY/2 NIGHT 
Package
 for 
two in 
RENO, 
plus 
..$100.00  in 
cash 
travel 
arrangements
 
donated
 
by 
travel 
eleAk AIM
QUALITY  
OIMMYICM 
/INC*  
1072 
in
 
San 
lose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OTHER  PRIZES
 TIIRU 
50TII  PLACE 
RULES:  
I) Must
 use 
1910149
 or 
19/1748
 book 
average, 
whichever is 
higher. 
It no tax* average,
 may use current 
21 -game
 
average
 
(league
 
sheet
 must 
be
 
provided),
 
of
 SIM) CUSS 
average  
In none 
ot the above, must use 
210
 
Averages
 will 
be 
verified
 by 
league/association  
secretary prior to distribution
 
of top 
6 prires. 
2) 
Tournament  
Director  
reserves
 the 
nght to re -rate or refuse entry to any bowler 
3) 
In
 case
 of 
tics for
 a place,
 the 
bowler with 
Ole  lowest 
average 
will  
wan the 
higher  
award  
RESERVE
 YOUR 
SQUAD
 TIME
 N()W 
Phone reservations may 
be taken. 
Unpaid
 
reservations
 
will  
bc
 held 
only
 until
 1/2 hour
 prior to squad time. 
For 
more
 
information,
 and 
a complete pnze breakdown 
contact:
 
(408)
 924-6400
 
STUDENT
 UNION 
(;AMES  
AREA 
Desiano has 
a great 
deal
 respect 
tor his 
counterpart.
 
Cannon  
"In the 
future he 
will he 
one id the
 
hest guards
 to 
come  out of 
SJSU."
 De-
siano said. 
Desiano
 placti quite a 
hit  
against  
Rai 
because  
Cannon  
got
 in foul 
trou-
ble early,
 
Momson  said. 
Cannon
 com-
mitted  
his second 
foul less 
than
 three 
minutes 
into  the game 
and his third 
at 
the 
7'25 mark 
ill the first 
halt  
1110SI  pleasing 
to me 
was  
how hard Terry 
Cannon
 WitS 
rooting  for 
Tommy."
 Momson 
said. "He 
went  out 
to congratulate 
him... 
"But 
in
 practice 
they.  light 
each  other 
tooth and 
nail,
 
Morrison  
said. 
The
 coach 
stressed 
that his 
decisums  
on 
who  will 
play  are 
based  on 
procluc
 
tivity. 
"Players have
 to 
perfono,''
 Mt 
wrismi  
%aid.
 "If they 
are 
struggling,
 then
 others 
v.ill
 step forward... 
Morrison
 said 
he will 
start  
Cannon
 on 
1-nday  
when
 the 
Spartans  
travel
 to Santa
 
Clara 
University.
 One
 game 
is not 
enough 
to make 
a change 
though. 
Mot  
nson 
emphasizes  
that
 it doen't 
matter 
who starts the
 game. 
hut rather. 
who
 
finishes.
 
Desiano 
reali/ed 
that  as a 
senior 
could 
he
 a difficult
 
situation
 
playing  
toi
 
a new 
coach with
 the players
 he has 
re 
cruited. 
Morrison 
told him 
last 
April  
that there
 were 
no 
guarantees. 
Desiano
 
added.
 
Morrison  has 
always
 been 
tau. 
hesaid. 
Desiano.
 along 
with
 forward 
Dwain  
Daniels
 and 
center  
Kenne  
Young
 art: the 
seniors  on the squad. 
"As 
seniors, 
we want 
to win 
games
 
so we can 
go out with 
a 
good 
teeling 
that  we 
started 
something  
lor the 
future.''
 
Desiano
 said.
 
For
 Cannon.
 the 
deciding  
factor
 in 
choosing
 SJSU 
was that 
he wanted
 to 
expenence
 the 
challenge 
of 
restructur-
ing 
a 
new  program. 
"I 
know
 I have 
four  
years
 
to do it... 
Cannon  
said.  
"One  
of
 my 
major  
goals  
as 
to hnng
 this 
program  
to national
 rec 
Cannon
 stressed 
that if he 
and  his tea-
mmates  are 
successful
 at 
rebuilding  
MSC's  
program.
 others
 will 
do
 the 
same at 
other 
schools
 as 
well  
"Everyone
 on this team has 
a major 
goal,  and that's to win." Cannon said 
TCU discovered that fact Monday 
MAC 
& PC 
RENTALS 
If 
The  
Computer
 Lab 
is 
Full or 
Closed,
 
For  
Dissertations,
 
Papers,
 
Homework,  
Resumes,
 
etc 
...  
FROM 
HOURLY 
TO 
SEMESTER 
RATES 
10% 
student
 
discount
 
Compubus  
To
 Go 
CALL
 
408/746-2945  
539 
S.
 Murphy 
Sunnyvala 
Joseph
 R 
\idiom   Daily staff 
photographe  
Terry  
Cannon  
has 
started  
at
 point
 guard
 in 
every  
contest
 
Color 
Copies
 
Depend  
on 
Kinko's.  
 
Sales  Flyers 
 
Newsletters  
 
Direct
 
Mail  
 
Presentations
 
 
Portfolio
 Pieces 
 
Charts & Graphs
 
 
Signage 
 Photo
 Enlargeinclib 
kinkoss
 
the 
copy center
 
Open Early,
 
Open  
Late
 7 Days 
Week  
 
295-4336
 
310  S. Third St 
San 
Jose,  cA 95112 
Across from  
MCDonato 
 
252-7821
 
1821 
Saratoga  
Ave. 
San 
Jose, 
CA
 95070
 
(COrher
 
cit 
Saratoga
 
8 
Lawrerr  a-
1/2 OFF 
STUDENTS  
ONLY!  
7/_ 
co _247_ 
VS. 
CBA 
CHAMPIONS
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Rs 
.../. 
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---.......-11411,
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-,.....001.1M,MM.
 
= 
.11.
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110 
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1/2 
OFF 
STUDENTS
 
ONLY!  
STARTING
 
NOW  
STUDENT 
RUSH
 
FOR 
WEDNESDAY
 
NIGHT
 
ONLY!  
DON'T  
MISS 
IT! 
WEDNESDAY
 
NIGHT
 ALL
 
FANS
 
WITH
 
SJSU
 
STUDENT
 
ID 
GET
 
HALF
 
OFF  
GET
 IN 
FOR
 
AS
 
LITTLE
 AS 
$2.50!  
GENERAL
 
ADMISSION
 
& 
UPPER  
RESERVE
 
ONLY 
SUBJECT
 TO 
AVAILABILITY
 
TICKETS
 
AVAILABLE
 
NOW
 
UNTIL  
GAME 
TIME
 
ONLY
 AT 
SUREC
 
BOX  
OFFICE  
(408) 
924-6374
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News 
Peary
 
did  
discover
 North
 Pole, 
navigation  
study
 
says
 
4, ASHINGTON AP)  Investiga-
tors who
 reexamined the dogskd  trek 
of 
Rotten
 E. Peary over the Arctic 
discov-
ered the North Pole exactly where, 
when and 
how 
he claimed 
- - the snow, 
i(ild.
 
''tiead  
reckoning'.
 
navigational  
methods and skeptics notvoihttanding 
'The 
family  it t declared 
Peary grandson Fatward Peary Stanavy 
alter the Navigation Foundation, at the 
behest and expense  
of the 
National
 
GC0-
graphic  Stmety, accepted Peary ac-
count
 in 
every.  
detail  
Peopk
 who still 
disagree,
 said Stu -
navy.
 "should join the 
Flat Earth So-
ciety " 
But  National 
Geographic  
President
 
Gilben
 Grosvenor 
said he suspects 
doubters  
persitt. as they
 have kw KO 
years 
(The ol the most insistent
 is Baltimore 
astronomer  Iknnis 
Rawlins,  
who  called 
the foundation's
 findings a 
"white-
waah 
" 
RdWI1111  claimed in a 1973
 hook
 that 
Peary had 
not gonen within 
100 
miles  
of the Nonh 
Pole  and had 
perpetuated  
the greatest 
scientific hoax 
of
 the 
cen-
tury 
"Bias can do 
a lot, 
and 
when
 you 
want to believe something it is easy to... 
Rawlins said  It is a 
tragedy
 for Amer-
ican science " 
At a 95 -minute news conference 
Montlay.  retired 
Adm Thomas 
D. 1)a -
vies, 
president
 of the Navigation 
Foun-
dation.  said scientific analysis estab-
lished that Peary was where he claimed 
to be on Apnl 6. 1909  on 
"the  top of 
the world... 
A 
study of the shadows in Pearys 
photographs
 established they 
were taken 
en route 
to and at the pole. he said. And 
the depth measurements the 
explorer  
made by dropping a piece 
of lead tied to 
piano wire in holes 
in the ice were ven-
fied by 
modem  maps of the Arctic
 
Ocean's bkitioni. 
The Inundation said its 240-page re-
pon will 
"pertiaps  put an end to the 
long process of vilification of a coura-
geous Amencan explorer."
 
"Our analysis of the data Peary 
brought back from his journey  his 
celestial sights. his 
diary, his ocean 
sounding anti his photographs  has 
convinced us that their 
final camp, 
named Camp Jesup, was no more than 
five miles from the Pole, allowing ftw 
some inaccuracy in their instruments," 
the 
report  
said
 
From 
the  
start,
 
Peary's
 
Clailll
 that
 he 
and 
companion
 
Matthew  
Henson
 and
 
lour 
Eskimos  
reached  
the
 pole 
ha.s been 
wnipped
 in 
controversy.
 
Upon  
reaching  
home,  a 
dismayed 
Peary 
discovered
 that
 another
 
expkwer.  
Fredenck
 
Ctnik,
 said  
he had 
beaten  
Peary' 
by
 a 
year.  
Cook's
 claim 
was 
eventually  
rejected 
and in 
1911 
Con-
gress  cenified 
Peary as 
the  
discoverer.
 
Edel  
From page 1 
played vs ith tire 
not only literally. but figuratively' 
as well 
He
 often visited Ede! at her %ink, attempting to give 
her  the 
impression he was an innocent
 law -abiding citizen, and of-
tering to have her
 speak ill his psychologist who 
would
 ver-
ity he was mentally stable hut later 
admitting  he was under 
psychological
 
treatment
 He 
also 
holds a 
criminal record fix 
MS011. 
according to Fidel 
(.'nminals aren't the 
only
 scary confrontations FAIel
 ex-
periences 
in her lield
 ()I work. 
Like 
any job. law enforce-
ment has its 
politics  and red tape that 
cause  a multitude of 
trustrations tin 
workers
 And. although she sees 
changes  
emerging.  the methods of 
officer advancement in 
the field as 
a whole have 
been  frustrating for Fldel,
 since they typically 
counteract
 her philosophies of how 
lav, enforcement should
 
he administered.
 
Fate' said early. in her 
career.  she once spoke with a 
local city police 
chief regarding the way in 
which  promo-
tions were 
given. 
"I
 inked him why. the 
advancement (of 
officers)  
needed 
to
 he centered on the 
number of  arrests each
 officer 
made. and he simply 
said
 'There's no hetter way 
to
 do it.' In 
hit 
eyes. he say. 
work
 being produced.
 Rut the need for
 
crime 
prevention  rather than arrests
 alter the cnine is com-
mitted 
has now become a 
significant  issue," she 
said. 
liven at UPD. 
there is a test for physical 
agility  kw any 
officer who wants 
to advance. something 
mhich is not re-
quired hy 
other  departments. Ede! said,
 since the higher po-
sitions like sargeant
 or investigator require
 much less physi-
cal involvement
 as someone walking
 a beat. she said. 
Although
 Edel has walked 
her heat to the pace of a 
dif-
ferent law enforcer. she ha.sn't
 lacked suppon from the peo-
ple 
with  whom she 
works.
 such us Joseph 
Reader.  a deputy 
distnct attorney 
of Santa Clara 
County.  
"Like any kind of job. the 
police force has many dif-
ferent types of people 
working
 on it, Reader said. "Edel
 is 
different because she can
 take control of a situation without 
having to flasli badge 
at people She is one til- those
 people 
who 
can 
take Lontrol from a common 
sense approach with-
out
 taking official steps. She is always
 couneous and doesn't 
thn)w
 her weight 
around.
 
"I
 think better cops handle 
things  verbally," he said 
Becoming 
involved  with the administration
 of justice 
field 
has been FAlel's goal since 
she was a high school 
stu-
dent in Menlo Park.
 After graduation in 1975, 
she attended 
community.  college kir two years
 heffire transferring to 
SJSU, 
where  she got her degree in administration of 
justice 
in 1979. 
Several job options 
awaited  Edel after graduation, 
but 
her final choice
 was to join the UPD force as 
a patrol offi-
cer. a decision Wel said she 
made because "I thought at the 
nine UPD wa.s a 
safer position, with less frequency
 of dan-
ger kw a rookie. 'The position was also more serving
-
oriented,
 which was something 
I wanted in a job." 
As an 
investigator,  Edel descnbes herself' 
an"expen-
dable 
employee  of UPD" 
because
 of the variety 
of
 jobs 
she 
handles. 
While one of her main jobs
 is to further investigate 
police
 
reports in relation to 
the campus, she 
may  also have 
to go out
 on patrol when 
necesssary.
 
She also collects evidence. 
interviews witnesses, sus-
pects and victims, prepares 
cases kw the distnct attorney to 
be used in court. acts as 
a coun witness when needed, does 
background checks, handles internal 
affairs.  and w(wks with 
the campus crime prevention program. 
"I do a lot of paperwork
 ,'' Edel said. 
Ede'
 was recently chosen to teach a course in the ad-
ministration
 of justice department in the
 spnng. and accord-
ing 
to Kathleen Hughes. she 
was  chosen "not only because
 
she has a master's degree in 
business  adminstration, but also 
because  of her 
experience
 in the field.  ' 
Sitting at 
her  desk in a small -hut -organized
 office that 
she shares. Edel 
seems the stmng. silent
 type. with a cenain 
attitude of 
relaxed confidence. Her 
look is casual hut profes-
sional. It is 
not  until she stands 
that
 she shows her 5'2"
 size, 
hut 
her evenly -distributed f rank shows 
she  is not 
petite. 
Her polite 
mannensins  denote she is 
used  it) dealing 
with the public on 
a verbal basis, and 
she is often quite di-
rect in answenng
 questions, even
 if they are about 
her per-
sonal life.
 But she doesn't let 
people know more 
about  her 
than she 
wants.  and knows 
how  it) he intimidating
 when she 
Edel is different because she can take control 
of
 a 
situation
 
without
 
having to flash a badge at people.' 
 
Joseph
 
Reader,
 
Santa  
Clara  
County  
deputy
 
district
 
attorney
 
needs to be.
 all attributes 
which  have helped
 Edel do her joh
 
The 
wall next to a 
btxtkcase tilled 
with an abundance
 
of informational
-type btioks 
reveals  a lighter 
side
 of this in-
tense 
personality. It 
is
 adorned with 
posters of her 
favorite  
team. 
the Giants. in 
a shrine -like 
fashion.  Not just 
one  or 
two, but 
four  posters, from 
team shots to a 
Will  Clark and 
Kevin Mitchell 
poster,  which she 
has
 topped with the 
sacred
 
black
 and ()range team 
colors  in crepe paper. 
"Yeah. 
I love the Giants,"
 she said in 
a voice hoarse 
from cheering at 
the previous day's
 playoff game. 
Her  de-
vout  fan loyalty 
resembles
 that of a cult 
follower,  but reveals 
a truism of 
her personality: 
whatever  she 
believes
 in. she 
does so with her
 all. 
Biel's spintuality
 is another 
bold
 belief in her 
life.  
"One
 of the reason's
 why I hayen't
 married yet is 
be-
cause I consider 
myself to be a 
'strong  C'hnstian.'
 I mean. I 
take my spirituality
 very seriously.
 And I haven't
 found a 
man 
who  shares those 
beliefs in the same
 way I do," the 
32 -
year
-old investigator said. 
This spintuality,
 as well as her determination, wa.s a 
key to helping Edel in 1986, 
when  it was discovered she had 
cancer in her left kidney. The condition
 came as a shock for 
"I went in for a check-up in December, and was told I 
was fine, then I I months later my kidney had grown to the 
size of a fotithall.
 She then underwent surgery and doctors 
were able to rid 
her of the disease with the removal of the 
kidney
 
. 
For now. Edel is content with her position as an inves-
tigator. 
and the satisfaction she gets from her job has been 
the main reason why she 
has stayed at UPD. although she 
may want to try for a more advanced
 position later on. she 
said. 
Being one of two women on the 
UPD 
force 
is some-
thing Ede! said 
doesn't lx)ther her. but
 she 
would
 like 
to see 
more 
women  join UPD. 
"Because
 we have a 
union  contnict. we 
receive equal 
pay  as the men for 
our
 work as the men do.
 but also because 
we arc 
in a male-onented job 
with a paramilitaristic 
struc-
ture.
 there is a propensity of 
being treated 
differently
 at 
times based on your sex." Edel said. 
Margie
 Beiderman. a 
patrol  officer and 
the only  other 
temale on the force, agrees
 with 
Edel
 about the 
need 
for an 
increase of female  personnel
 at 
UPD. 
"Nowadays,  
administrators
 want to see 
women do bet-
ter. 
especially  in the hiring 
pnwess  as there is a larger 
quota 
for 
minorities  and women. 
But  as far as 
men and 
women  ton 
the UPD 
force)  are 
concerned,  I think
 it could be 
better,"  
Beiderman  said. 
She attributed the reason for this to a 
lack of female ap-
plicants. 
Despite Beiderman's
 feelings that there
 should he an 
increase in the 
number
 of women on the force.
 she herself 
recently acquired a positon at the 
San Jose Police Depart-
ment. Beiderman
 said she wanted to 
transfer
 for reasons of 
job 
advancement,
 but will stan in January
 as a patrol officer. 
Whatever  the circumstance, Edel 
has shown she can 
adapt and overcome.
 And with the same passion
 in which 
Edel believes she will 
overcome
 life's hardships, she be-
lieves in the nation's legal system 
and that justice will ulti-
mately prevail. 
"I'm a very justice
-oriented person." Edel said. "I be-
lieve you can't let things bring 
you down. You need to focus 
on going beyond it. You try to fix the injustices but 
don't  let 
them become your sole focus." 
And it seems
 this belief has helped Edel eam the re-
spect that she has 
today  from those who know her 
 
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Og 
od 
Everyone s 
favorite
 
restaurant  
celebrating our I 
year 
.1
-star  
Continental/Italian
 
Cuisine
 
Luna;  
Brunch
  Dinner
 
Reservations  
Suggested  
Free 
Parkintt
 
We'll 
donate $2 
to the 
Earthquake Relief 
Fund
 
for 
every  
meal  purchased
 
with  tins ad. 
Victorian
 
Garden  Restaurant 
408 286 1770 
DRINA
 
;4Luivun
 
289-9781 544 W. Alma, 
Willow  
Glen,
 next
 to Elks 
Club, 8 
blocks  
west  of South 
First Si 
DRINK
 
ivt.,nPP
 
15%  
off  
Lunch  & 
Dinner
 
Combos
 
From $5.50 
(W/
 SJSU 
ID) 
TM 
INDIA
  
cumin
  
118
 E. 
Santa
 
Clara
 
993-0661
 
All You 
Can Eat 
Lunch 
Buffet..$6.50 
LUNCH 
DINNER
 
Mon
-Fri  
Ilam-230pm  
5:30pm-lOpm
 
Sat -Sun 
12am lpm 
5:30pm-10pm  
dElim 
oD 
NG 
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BREAKFAST
 
FREE 
CAFFEINE
 
FIX  
FOR 
FINALS
 !!! 
Come
 study in our
 library 
between
 the hours
 
of 4pm and 
8pm  and 
receive  an unlimited
 
supply of our 
fresh
-brewed
 coffee. 
Valid  Dec.
 4 - Dec.
 22. 
For 
your  in 
between 
study
 snacks, enjoy 
sandwiches,
 
yogurt  or a wide 
variety of 
desserts  from 
our deli. 
Good luck 
before  finals' 
80 
E. San 
Carlos 
St. 
IF 14 
:  
;. 
-(:) 
//WV 
c.) 
Glo 
947-1333
 
iLi 
t20%
 OFF
 ALL
 
DINNERS
 
with 
valid 
student
 I.D. 
Not  valid 
on
 holidays 
or with 
other  
promotion
 
.4,801(SIDt
 
Dancing
 
Fri. & 
Sat. 
Live 
Entertainment 
Reservations  
DINNER
 
Steak  
Oscar  
$15.95  
Prime
 
Rib 
$12.95
 
Catch  
of the 
Day 
$10.95  
Small 
Parties
 
Welcome
 
All 
Dinners
 
Include
 
Cheese 
Fondue.
 
ALL YOU CAN 
EAT FOR $5.99 
MONGOLIAN  
BBQ*
 
Includes:
 
 barbequed
 meats 
 vegetables 
 fried rice 
 chow 
mein  
 egg rolls
 
with  NO 
M.S.G.  
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Marcos
 
in San 
Jose
 
Imelda  
dines
 in 
local 
restaurant
 
Associated 
Press  
Sipping champagne,
 
tomer
 
Phil-
ippine 
first lady 
Imelda
 Marcos
 
held
 
court
 in a San 
Jose 
restaurant,
 
three  
months  
before  
her 
U.S. 
District
 
Coun
 
tnal
 
on
 charges 
she 
fraudulently
 
bought
 
U.S. 
properties  
with  
funds
 
plundered
 
from the 
Philippine
 
treasury  
The 
Monday
 night 
affair 
1011ows
 
the 
Sept.
 28 death of 
Ferdinand
 
Marcos
 in 
Honolulu.  where 
she 
and  
the 
deposed
 
Philippine  leader 
were 
granted  
exile
 hy 
thr 
U.S.
 
government.
 
Mr,. 
Marcos,
 
still dressed 
in 
black.  
declined  
requests 
for interviews.
 
In a 
restaurant
 
owned
 hy her 
former  
palace
 caterer. 
Del Garcia.
 Marcos, 
sur-
rounded by 
hundreds
 
of
 
admirers,
 (lined 
on Swedish
 meatballs
 and
 
fancy  
vegeta-
bles at a hastily 
arranged  
testimonial
 for 
the 
woman 
forced.  with 
her  
husband,  to 
flee her homeland. 
Marcos. 60. 
flew
 into 
San
 Francisco 
'They 
(shoes) are a 
symbol of how 
Filipinos
 love me 
because they 
gave me 
so 
many shoes.' 
- Imelda 
Marcos,  
former  Philippine first lady 
last weekend
 tor a holiday
 visit with her 
daughters.
 Irene and Amy, both of 
whom
 live in 
the  city with 
their fami-
lies. 
After 
the dinner, she
 entenained 
guest%
 with two traditional 
Filipino love 
songs,
 accompanied
 by a 
cassette  tape. 
At her side 
was her son, 
Ferdinand  Jr., 
who did a 
rendition of 
"Misty."  His 
supponers
 hope he 
will  assume the 
Fil-
ipino 
presidency'  some day
 in Maltsca-
nang 
Palace.
 
Two FBI agents
 watched the festivi-
ties inside the 
restaurant, it was
 re-
ported.
 
while  a San Jose police 
prowl 
car sat at the curb outside. 
After  dinner, Marco% chatted with her 
admirers  about her New York City tnal. 
She, her husband and eight 
co-de-
lendants were indicted 
(wer
 a 
year
 
ago  
by 
a U.S. grand jury that accused them 
of investing, 
in
 the United States, Slhtt 
million 
in 
stolen  
funds.
 
Marcos 
said  she was 
happy  to know 
that she would
 have their 
support
 dunng 
the trial ordeal. She 
also  joked about 
her 
love for shoes. 
Hundreds of pairs
 of her 
shoes
 were found 
when she 
abandoned
 
the palace. 
"They  found in 
my closet 
many  
shoes, but
 at least it 
wasn't
 skeletons," 
she joked. 
"'They
 (shoes) are 
a syinhol 
of how Filipinos 
love me because 
they 
gave 
me
 so many 
shoes." 
A Marcos
 family assistant, 
George
 
Del 
Rosano.
 said Marcos went 
shop-
ping before the 
party. 
"She went to Toys R Us and bought 
so many things." he said, including a 
car -shaped bed for her 
two young 
grandsons. Mrs. Marcos returns to Ha-
waii this week. 
Donor
 
saves  
six 
lives
 
Young  
man  
gives
 
7 
major  organs
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  - 
A yoting 
man  
who died 
over 
the  weekend 
gave 
six 
people 
a chance 
to live 
because 
he 
served
 as donor 
of seven 
separate  major 
organs. 
The 
unidentified
 donor.
 who died 
Saturday,  donated
 the following
 organs 
to patients
 in desperate 
need: 
His 
heart went to 
a person 
suffenng  
front 
terminal
 cardiac 
disease,
 and one 
of 
his  kidneys aided 
a patient with 
end -
stage renal 
disease.  His other
 kidney 
and  his pancreas 
went
 to a patient with 
diabetes and 
renal failure. 
The man's 
liver went to 
a patient 
whose 
own  liver was no longer able 
to
 
perform 
the 
hepatic  
functions
 
that  
cleanse toxic wastes 
from 
the blood 
One of his lungs helm' a 
woman  who 
had been awaiting a transplant for a 
year: the (wher lung went to a woman 
who had spent five years with a lethal 
lung 
disease. 
'The lung transplants 
were
 performed 
at Stanfiwd University Hospital Satur 
day 
night,
 while the other organs were 
transplanted the same night into 
four  pa-
tients at Pacific Presbytenan Medical 
Center in San Francisco. 
The  lung recipients. Mary Jane An -
(Jerson.
 29. of 
Carlsbad
 in Southern
 
California, and Patty Dirschl, 40, of 
Rancho Cordova, were reported in sta-
ble 
condition
 Monday. 
The identities ot the other patients at 
Pacific Presbytenan were not immedi-
ately available, but their conditions 
were all listed as "critical hut stable." 
S&L's need
 more 
cash  
WASHINGTON
 
(AP) -President 
Bush
 is raising the 
possibility  that sav 
trigs and 
loan 
legislation  signed 
four
 
months 
ago  may 
not  provide
 enough 
money to 
close failed 
institutions.  
Classified 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
AVON'. 
Buy or WI Call me today 
liocal Avon Rep) 8 I will send  
bora 
to Your
 P.m 
or allainew!
 
Super specials for everyone 
Share the book with femity 
co. 
worker.; & friend. & receive up lo 
513.
 oft on your own order.
 Thank 
you Also. good parltime Income
 
lot the holidays Call JANE at 251-
5942 
BULIMIA, 
Free 
Tretment
 with medication 
offend In Stanford
 Medical Cen 
W Study Dr Ell. 
Rosette, at 
(415)7234868  
NEED MEDICAL
 INSUFIANCE, You 
Pen hew  
choice  of quality plans
 
with low 
rates for student. For  
no 
obligation
 quote call 
Mark
 Fil. 
ice 
(408)  943-9190 SJSU 
Alumni
 
since
 1965 
STUDENT DENTAL 
OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll  now' Save your teeth, 
eye.  
and 
money  too 
CleanIng
 and of 
fire vans at no 
charge For bro. 
chum see A S OW. (Student 
Health
 Center) or 
call (405) 
371-
.11  in San Jose 
AUTOMOTIVE  
84 VW SCIROCCO
 
WOLSBURG.
 PV1 
sunroof. alarm
 on frn case 87K 
fun. beautiful
 S4400 Mel offer 
Cell 
Sury 
(4061  739-8260
 
113 MAZDA RX7 one 
owner.
 $4900 
Eacellent 
condition. am roof
 
cassette Phone
 248-0905 
62 TOYOTA TERCEL 2 dr very good
 
cond 
excint  MPG. 
runs greet
 
1215.0 
Call  efter 6PM 
296-5645 
COMPUTERS
 
WE BUY 1C' MEMORY & 
COMPUT
 
FRS. 
New  or treed. we 
don't
 can.. 
Call 
OCTAVE  
SYSTEMS  
11.1-
4 
30PIA 1408) 
868-8427.CASH
 2 U 
DIRECT, 
FOR
 
SALE
 
MATTRESS SETS. 
BEDS..  
NEW. 
Twin 
mt 179, 
full set 519
 queen 
mt 5139.
 king 
set 1179
 You 
get 
both 
rm.,
 
&minded*  
$129 
5 
pC 
bedroom
 set 
1199 
Desk 
174, 
dowser.
 179. 
chmts 
$46. bed
-
frames, delivery?!
 (415)
 
745-0900  
NEW 
MATTRESS  
SETS'  
$59 
up
 to 
king 
Foil. 11 
lines. all 
Irm 
5-25 
yr 
warranty
 
Frames.
 
Pubedboards.
 
tic
 
Everything  
nar. 
For Info 
call 
441-0529
 
ROUND  
TRIP
 AIR 
SJ-Tucson.
 leave 
12 22.
 return
 12 
27
 Call
 
9934551
 
(D) or 
358-2142
 
Or  
49 
HOLIDAY
 
SARBIE
 
rare,  ltd 
ed
 . 
collector*
 Item.
 
unopnti  
pkg. 
per  
gite 
$200 
b o 
ev
 Don
 
356-9514  
20 
BIKES  
BY
 
mead
 bid 
only 
Sale 
Marts 
12 
11 
W.I.  
ends
 
12 15 
99.812
 ?Op 
rn 
!Mears.,  
be 
inspected
 
at the 
polke  
rapt 
pato  
between
 
00  
2 
00 p 
fn 
For  
iron/salon
 
cell  
SJSU
 
Police  
et
 
924-2222  
or 
Property  
el 
921-15{14
 
GREEK
 
ALANE  - 
YOU'RE 
GOING 
to make
  
greet  
AOM
 I low
 you 
loets, 
TSB 
LW 
GET 
READY  
TIJSU  -- 
Late rash'
 shirt.
 
are 
tocki 
Only 
ten  
buck.
 Sok!
 in 
front
 of the
 Union
 until
 Errs*,
 For 
Info
 cad 
Jason id 
2794473
 
HELP
 
WANTED
 
ACTIVIST  
OROANIZER  
wfth  
under.
 
standing
 & 
or 
experience
 
of
 life 
in 
community
 
to 
ssist  in 
organizing
 
 
community
 based On Pea 0. 
port  & 
self-help
 
whom 
members
 
haw 
been
 
effected
 by 
paychlatric
 
liervioes.
 Ira..
 
housing  
6 
ma-
ma 
Ewer
 
In educe
 Owe.
 
roots.
 union
 
organizing
 
desirable  
EOE  
Skirting  
sal 
519.950  
yr 
Call M 
Hester. 
280-0111  
AUTOMATED
 VAC 
EOPT  
OPERATOR
 
neater On 
greVeyad & 
weekend 
shift 1-3 yrs mechenical
 or 
elec 
triul
 assembly trap 
or etnuivilent 
educalon  In 
physical  sciences -
computer
 program 
U S clt-
tranship 
100. 
frucetion  re 
imbursement
 1415)493-1800.
 wt 
445 VARIAN
 
BILINGUALS  
ENGLISH
 JAPANESE 
many  other 
jobs
 avalable 
No fee 
PERSONA 
453-0505 
CAREGIVERS
 FOR 
INFANT 
TODDLER pre-school.
 4 mhool 
age child-care P T shifts.
 245 PM. 
12-6 
PM. 3-4 PM Child
 Wiwi 
owner.  ed. roc music art P 
E 
motors encouraged lo apply Call 
257-737d
 
CHILDCARE
 POSTTIONS 
AVAILABLE
 
Full 
end  part time 
permanent  
positions  available Northern Cori
 
fora Nannies. 
175 San Antonio 
Rd
 Suite 112, 
Los Altos, 
CA1415)  
949-2933 
CHRISTMAS RESEARCH 
VOLUM-
TEERS NEEDED. Dkl 
you live in 
Europe from 
birth to ats 10, 
Send your name 
& erkintas to M 
Aparicio.
 228 Duncan. Apt 202 
San
 Francisco. Ca 94131 to 
gel 
your postage pad Christman 
sur 
vey 
COUNSELOR  DIRECT 
CARE staff 
needed 
at Wel residential
 facia-
nes for 
young ed.* & adore 
cents
 with autism 1 
related disa-
bilities  FT A PT 
positions  avall 
Storting 
WM
 25 hr Call 
1408) 
4443953 
DAY 4 NIGHT -FT 
& PT food watts II 
hmt
 Busy full .re1Ce 
restau  
rant
 Apply Mon 
-Frl 2 30 PM
-5
 
PM, 1235 Oeltnwed
 Pinery Sunny -
yea.
 cal 
245-2111  
DELIVERY
 DRIVERS 
NEEDED. 
Your
 
car 
Day or 
evenings 
FT PT 
Temporary 
permanent Eorn 
from 
55 to 115 hr 
Easy routes 
Call 
14011)4534638
 for 
'Mena.  
DRIVERS
 WAITER 
WAITERESS' 
Tole-
Welters Is 
loaning  lOr WWI 
hon.
 
est Indivkluas
 810415 
ht Call 
RICK 
barren 1-5 
PM Monday 
through
 Friday. et 
243-9100 
EARN 
1,60 
$400    
week
 T Cho 
learnarturtere
 mot 
lull Wm 
money
 in part time
 hairs with
 the 
Bay  Area a 
Amami
 newspaper 
promotion See
 Mot compute 
Hard dialing 
can do Guaranteed
 
salary 
ph. 
borate  
Coll C J now 
el 
14011) 
727-0447
 
FOODSE 
FIVERS  
WANTED'  
Velvet 
Creamery.
 
Milpitas  
15 
minutes
 
from 
SJSU
 Resale 
hours  A bps 
Cell  WOO) 
945-9895  
GENERAL
 OFFICE
 CLERK 
wonted 
part time
 Fleck. 
hours 
Filing. 
typing. 
phones 
2245 
Paragon  
San
 Jolla 
132.9212
 
GMAC
 ACCOUNT
 REP Job 
Inclucle 
credit  collectlen, 
direct contact 
derail  reports 
Related
 work 11 -
per college 
clew. pfefefred 
Competitive
 
Delay excel Moat. 
Cell (408) 
773-9825 for
 Marra* 
FOE 
INSIDE 
SALES 
DESK
 FT PT. 
sell
 con -
trots 
for
 
a/tornado.*
 WE Cal 
Rkh lot 
aryl et 727-0675
 
MACINTOSH
 
RETAIL    Went to 
hew  fun & 
gel pad lot 
It too? 
Then yw 
MO be happy
 to know, 
ComputerWerethe  
original I beat
 
Macintosh  
'arrears
  hardware 
reeellorinerul
 
employee§  with 
pi 
rap/. FT & 
PT
 positions 
evellable  
now in 
SVC awe Ceshierintide-
moing prodwicuslornts service 
High 
Alec literecy  must Send
 
cow laler & feewhe 
Supervisor  
of 
Personnel.ComputerWre,  
2600 IS Bayshore Rd . Palo Ado, 
Cs 94303 
MARKETING ASSISTANTS WANTED', 
We have entry level positions, 
offer flexible hours and days 
Base pay is 55 per hour plus  
monthly bonus To !orange
 an In. 
Wray please call Dave al (4011i 
8661943 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS - 
Two  Ind.. Iwo bath. free cable 
rnicroweve secured 
parting 
Getaway Apt.. William
 & 4th 947. 
01103 Noma 
modeled. clean and quiet Seco-
rity 
off  street wilting, 
laundry facilities. 
security
 en-
trance, carport. cabie hook-up. 
790 S ltt. St (nr 2904725-
.25 mo Call 256-9157.
 John or 
Martha or pima, Neve complete 
meatier  
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED P T 
wird only 15 hr to start Possible 
increase
 in hrs over Xmas break 4 
next sem Call SOO 
al Ruseell's 
Furniture,  
796-7393  
RETAIL SETTING PERM 
PART TIME 
nomtioniet. filing 1408) 255 
0222, est 205 
SECURITY 
OFFICERS - process 
servers.  messengers Ali 
shifts,  
FT PT. we will train 
Apply in per. 
son, 24 hour. 7 days  welt 
ACUFACTS. INC 260 Meridian 
Ave  . San Jose 
SECURITY OFFICERS 'NE ED 
CASH,- CAVE SECURITY
 la hir 
Ins for 
full
 and pertlitne posi-
dons Ali 
shifts  evader.* 7 days  
rook 
24 hni day Encoder pey 
benefits Pakl kering. no 
*bowl-
 2 BORN APT available December
 20 
ence neuesery 
Apply Mon-Frl until July 20 5111 4 San
 Solaris
 
liam-Sprn. et 1700 Wyatt Dr Suite 
1500 Mo 365-0550..rat 402 
10 Santa Cr. Of Carl MSC A VE 
ONE BOMA share 3 Indrrn house 
$300 month  depo11 Cell 293 
4091 
ROOM FOR RENT. bag reno 
wad' Welk to SJSU-9111 Reed 
Privet* single-occupency bed. 
room share, 2 1 2 bathe w other 
rrns inwrediete occupancy 
$340
 mo  $250 delimit 
Call  Ro-
berta 294-7766 
ROOMMATES WANTED TO SHARE
 
completely remodeled opt 
3 
Whin 29th. $400 
tech All ap 
prances 
Frank 371-8153 or 
Joe  
9714506  
SECURITY 
RECEPTIONIST  
E wedeln jobs for students. no 
penance
 necessary Dey. swing 4 
grave rafts. rane or part time 
Sten TA to $11hr Weekly pay 
nod dental insurance. cm per 
credit union 
%OM..  
well. 
groomed persons with clean po-
Ike record Apply 6-5. 16-F, Tang. 
uard Security. 3212 
Scott  Blvd 
Santa Cara (Between Olcort & 
San Tome. ) 
STATE 
HOUSE  APTS 
For Rani, 
Jorge
 2 bd. 2 bth modern
 
clean. quiet Security gale FREE 
cable TV. 
laundry hicINtles 
5895 
mo
 Call 
Dan  
at 
295-5256  
TEACHER 
FT AND PT E rended 
care teecrOng positions open rd 
high quality dircaopmental 
school in Wino* Gan arm Call 
Katt et 377.1595
 
TEACHERS 
DIRECTORS  NEEDED et 
Milpitas
-Sorry..  YMCA Care 
rat 
school am children & 
gain 
ex hni, ben.. 1145-09111 
WAITER WAITRESS  Carteret staff 
needed
 at the San Joan Conven-
tion Center Work for We 
Chrialm. season & San Jow  
largest  New Yeer's Petty Cal 
2771506 Mon 
-Wed 10 AM-2MA 
WANTED EPD WATERCOLORIST to 
cote, In sketches
 for eery rnkl-
January 
project NegOtletne fee 
Laos memage el 964-7806 
WANTED
 Students to lose control 
weight save on your food
 rail 
and 
earn perl-thns income 
HEALTHSTAR, (40111)227-3409 
XMAS HELP NEEDED". Do you need 
115 
now, GOLDEN 
COUNTY  
MARKETING has
 the following 
poor°.
 
welleble
 
 
Manager
 Tralneee 
 Receptionist  
WSW.)
 
 Sales Support 
 Drivers kW 
slidral
 
 
Telernerketera
 
VI 
 OW competitive pay.  rear 
ant
 atmosphere end desire 
misrules All poitions con be-
come permanent Cell (400)453-
WU or apply in person
 et 1450 
Kell Circle. sate lc* 
Apply 
TODAY. start tOrnOrrOtio EOE 
HOUSING
 
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
large, 
modern
 cwdo Cable
 
TV. 
washer. dryer. Waite perking 
w osagned spot 10 min to SJSU 
in Campbell 5310 mo  capos11 
Cali Lode 24148411 
FOR RENT. large 2 bd. 
2 MM. re-
2 ISCIRM 2 BATH COTTAGE 64 11 
10th Street. 5100 plue 1150 
Mooed CM 2113-4091 
2 SORM . 2 BA $625 00 1.10 555 So 
10th & 
Cell 297-7554 
1 BDRM APT. 1  person. $430 
month  
611 North 10th Street. apertment 
*5 
PERSONALS  
ADDICTED GAMILER PILOT wan. 
Iroundtrip)
 
nde  
or rider* 
lo Tiro*, 
Reno, or Corson Weekends or 
war nights Your aircraft 
or 
mine 
Stara 
c.w.o.
 dying 
Carlos. 4534738(11J) or oso2riss 
0251. (Scottsdale. Ara 
ADOPTION COUPLE w adopted 3 yr 
old ear newborn Meel us-0.4 
ado Espenses paid CM Lim 
COLLECT at (415) 895-878.  
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY 
MASS on Sunday evenings at 
6 30 1 6 00 PM. 
Cempue  Christian 
Caner
 10th 1 
San 
Calm  
For 
more into ebout other activities 
WI Fedor Bob Lager of Sister 
I 
ISemester
 Rates (All Issues) 
Print  
Name   
I 
5-9 
Lines $55 
00
  10-14 Lines $77 00 
15 
Plus  Lines
 S99 00 
Address_   
I 
Phone 
924-3277  
I 
Enclosed  
is S 
I 
I Clic* 
e 
Clessifkation
 
 
a F
 
, If 
I ,r14,, Days  
ll 
Announcements
 ServiCeS 
I 
Automotwe  
HeipGvvreeaknied
 
OR 
CASH TO 
Classified Desk
 
Located
 Inside WLN 102 
SEND 
CMECK 
MONEY 
ORDER
 
I 
i opsteeirsoFnoauind 
Stereo  
1 
ypnq 
Travel 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San 
Jose  
State  
University
 
 
Deadline  Two 
days 
prior  to publication 
.1 
I 
I 
Computers 
F or 
Sale 
Housing 
I 
San 
Jose. 
California
 
95192 
 
Consecutive  
publication  
dates only 
I 
 
No refunds
 on  
cancelled
 ads 
I 
411111M 
IIMENIMIMINEHMEMMIliM11
 
MOISMISMIENIEMMMMINOMMIMEMINNINNIIM
 SO 
Seven Second Delay 
Funhouse
 
Page
 7 
Maguire & Mehallo 
Aaron 
Malchow  
L.A. activists protest rain
 forest 
depletion
 
LOS ANGELES - doien en. 
ronmental activists protesting the deple-
tion of the world's oxygen -producing 
rain fiwests demonstrated outside a 
Georgia-Pacific 
Corp.  outlet. opposing 
wood impons allegedly handled there. 
Activists called Monduy's protest at 
the Canoga 
Park facility to pnimote a 
wished-fiw 
consumers boycott of lum-
ber companies that import wood cut 
from
 tropical 
rain  foirsts. said
 Robert 
Penderga.st of 
the  Rainforest Action 
Network.
 
Scientists haw voamed thai depletion 
of 
tropical
 rain 
forests on 
South  America  
and elsewhere could speed global 
warming and contnbute to 
the destruc-
tion of numerous 
plant and animal spe-
cies.
 
Georgia-Pacific officials said the pro-
test was misguided. 
Sheila Weidman, a company' 
spokeswoman
 in Atlanta, said Georgia-
Pacific uses rain tiwest lumber only as 
backing fix plywood. Countries 
that 
provide
 ram forest lumber
 plant 
trees  
to 
replace those han,o..sted, she added 
Protesters, including members of the 
Earth First' organlialion, held 10 -foot 
banner. across the 
entrance to the fa-
cility.  
Some
 wore 
colorful  
inonsier  masks 
they said represented "demon killers" 
of trees, 
while 
others  
plastered  them-
selves with 
mud  to 
signify.  
-oneness"
 
with 
the  F:anh.  
At one 
juin!. demonstrators tned to 
stop 
a truck from entenng the 
property 
hy 
pushing  on it. 
Classified 
Judy
 Ryan at 796-0204 
ELECTROL YSIS 
CLINIC  
Unerwled hair removed forever 
Specialist Confidential Your 
very 
own probe 
247-7418. 3355 boy 
wood 
Ave  . San Jose 
HAS ROMANCE GONE
 from your Me? 
Now you con Ilnd kore romence
 
of adventure as easily se 
picking
 
up your phone Cali 976-2002 to 
hear slit exciting messages from 
quality people or 
you can 
rmord  
your own ineesege And atth our 
voice mall service. you don't have 
to Nave your phone number 
on an 
open 
line
 Call 14011) 9012523 for 
free
 derails Cali today! Sorreone 
Is waiting no rum youl 
(4011)14151
 
9742002 till only 52  
toll 
11 
any  
LOOKING FOR EXCREMENT'', Just 
call
 
(415)9764626  It's the 
hottest  
way to rowel al kinds 
of more 
With our VOICE MAIL BOXES yw 
un receive messages aft espe-
cially for you and Nave confklen. 
meamges tor others Coll 
NOW'. Find the ONE thets trying 
to find Y011.'1415) 9764626 16 
only 52  toll. 
deny 
LUTHERAN CAMPt/S WORSWP every 
SUNDAY 
morning  at 10 45 AM at 
Comma Christian Canner 10th & 
Sir Carlo. For more
 Information 
Orr activities.
 call Rev Norb 
Firnhaber
 el 
296-0204 
PREGNANT,
 SJSU ALUMNI couple 
wish to adopt FInencially secure 
Lot*
 of low to give Cell any 
time 
289-1371
 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree 
forterty of KSJS 
You ye gol the party wew got the 
mu. Michel Productions ro-
tates  crate variety of music 
for  
your wedding petty or dance at 
reasoner.. 
Wes Call Doerr. or 
Phil et 270-M60 or 9227359 
RAY 
BANS
 SKI 
OPTICS 
I haw 
iracelant
 prices end  arm 
inventory  of Ray Ban end 
Ski
 
Optic 
sunglasses  I will 
deliver 
Call for prices Ask for 
Chris  
14081
 
9974444 after 6 00 p 
m or 
call during Me day 
end Neve  
meswge I will Worn your cell 
T SHIRTS.' Earn money 
for your 
fro 
handy, sorordy, 
club or Warw. 
by selling custom 
silltrareened  
T shirts 
with  your logo or Melon 
Coll 
BRAINSTORM 
at
 1415/062-
111101 
SERVICES 
ARE 
YOU ON the hunt for more buck 
$$$, The
 Washington Sq 
Fecknal
 
Credit Unton, atudents Prang 
eludents. can 
help Child care 
tuns
 and competitive mange 
rates  
406  
S Ith St 1406)
 947. 
7273
 
BARE 
TT ALL. Stop Waving. waxing. 
ramping 
or
 using 
chemical
 depi-
latories
 Let 
me
 
permanently
 re-
move your 
unwanted  heir 
(chin. 
bikini.
 tummy. 
moustache.
 etc ) 
IS% 
discount to 
student. 
and  fm. 
uhy 
Call  before 
December
 31. 
1989 and
 get ywr 
Wei  Kopf at 
1 2 
price 
Unwanted  Hair 
DIappears 
With My 
Care Gwen 
Chelgren 
R E 
559-3500  1645 
S Bascom 
Ave t/C 
Hair
 Today Gone 
To-
morrow  ' 
LATE HITE 
SERVICE GROUP 
PAR. 
ALEGAL 
SERVICES IN PRO 
PER -and Forrn 
Services 
Legal  
hap 
ima legal prices 
Wills, di-
vorce,  living 
corrects
 & more 
Full
 last minute
 typing 
Resumes
 
from 110 
For 24 hr 
mven  days 
 
week 
info caN 
(408)  926-0515 
POST  BOX PLUS
 45 N Isl. S J 
2911 
11100 Open 9 
to 6 p m Mal 
for.  
warding
 boxes for 
rent days  
week
 We accepl UPS
 Cali and 
find out 
what mai you 
haw In 
your bon 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC 
JOCKEY by 
Desiree 
Michel. 
formerly
 of KSJS 
You ye got
 the party, 
we ve got 
the 
music'
 Michel 
Productton  
provide.   wide 
variety of 
music  
for 
your  wedding
 party or 
dance  
st 
reasonable  rates
 Cell Desiree
 
or Phil 
at
 270-8960 or 
922-7359 
TRAVEL 
TWA OFFERS
 SJSU students
 10% off 
anywhere.  env fare 
Parham  
your TWA 
amount 
card
 novr. 
Also sok 
aboul the TWA 
Getaway  
credit card 
Cell ANDY et 797
 
8801, TWA CAMPUS 
REP  
TYPING 
AAAAAA
 1111H. You 
finally  found an 
e xpWlencted, 
affordere.  roles-
acrid  typal w  Weir
 prin.. Al 
90 WPM. I 
can  make all 
your
 pe 
pare look 
and BE their 
best
  y 
formal  you 
need
 E to 
THESES  
typist
 PU del 
Call
 The Write 
Type, 
Linda 723-1714 
(San 
Jose)  
AAW
 When 
overwhelmed  by 
report. 
to be type! 
relax and Now 
the 
typing 
to me 
Greduate  end 
un-
dewed Resumes 
arm  papers, 
Stews  reports of all 
kinds Stu-
dent rates
 for undefgrads 
Avon, 
o bW day, 
eves weeltenda
 by ppt 
Call Anna 
972,1992  
A BEAUTIFUL
 PAPER 
everyIlmr.  Er 
portioned  wordproussor 
with  
e ntree 
to add to your 
paper 
auch  
as a !sea primer 
grammar
 and 
Minns. 
test 
turn-eround.  
and  
competitive
 prIc. 
Clow  to cam-
pu Pick up 
and delivery 
evad-
able  Call now
 Pamela 
946-38112 
ACADEMIC 
& 
PROFESSIONAL
 Dear
 
top 
Publishing  A 
Word Pro-
ceseing 
Papers. 
theme.
 re-
sumes. 
reports  group 
pro0Ct 
welcome
 APA 
ear 
Accurete
 
work reser 
output  52 25  daub. 
aimed
 pep 7 min WI 
campus  
nr 6110 1 **Kee To 
nerve your 
time 
call PJ 
9212301   
ACADEMIC TYPING 
AT REASONA-
eLE AAAAA - 
mead oar help, 
away
 god Mowery guaranteed 
We're firat. dependable, 
grammar
-
await 
both college 
snide Spe-
cialty in 
Science  and aN English
 
Bubjects tot 
Wes.. popery. 
re-
ports. resumes.
 etc Free proo-
fing 
disi.  storage 
2514449   
ACCURACY AND 
QUALITY  offered 
Protmelonel  typing.
 reaeonable 
Term 
posers 
end  resumes
 Cad 
ELAINE 
a 279-2221 
792493$ 
211011eridian 
AFFORDABLE
 AND 
EXPERIENCED
 
word 
roc...Q.
 Term 
moors.  
porta. group 
papera. resonant. al -
Ws. thews.. Lear
 query. AN 
rowels plus APA 
SPELCHEK.
 
punch/ern
 grammar 
iimatance 
All wort. 
guaranteed.  Call PAM. 
747-2611 ilam-lIpm
 for worryfree 
profession.'
 dependable service 
ANN S WORD PROCESSING 
Theme -Tenn papers -Resumes 
Letter All formats 
No time lo type your paper, 
Call MARY ANN al ANN s 
241-5490  
S C 
BASCOM SECRETARIAL SERVICES,' 
lote 
Moder ram' Accurete 1 
fest typing' Term 
papers.
 them* 
reports. dIsserratione. resumes 
Was wknds 
OK Spanish 
French 
Gerrnen  typed Call (408) 
377-7637
 
CALL LINDA TODAY for experlenced. 
professional two processing 
Thema term
 papers group pro-
jects. etc All forrnels Including 
APA 
Laser prIntef °WWI return 
Transcription  aervIcas wettable 
Almaden 
Brenewn eras Phone 
264-4504 
CALL MRS &GORTON at 2619441 for 
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING 
of Non papers. reseerch protects 
1 
resume*
 WIll 
gladly  eailial
 
granuner 
punctuatton.  end 
sentence structure 
(knowledga-
ble on Turanian. APA & Campbell 
for/natal Equipment treed Word 
Perfect 
HPLaser
 Jetil Courtier  
MN Wetness wooden°. and for  
nor English maror 
WILLOW  
GLEN 
arse 
COMPUTER FAST ACCURATE neer 
Hamilton and 
Winchester  Call 
Shirley et 
379-3519  52 00 per 
PPP 
DO YOU WANT higher
 gr.., Of 
course you do A neatly typed 
paper  gets the grade your hard 
work deserves Cell 
WRITE  TYPE 
for the 
beet reults 
(401)  971 
9430 
EDP SERVICES TYPROCI & WORD 
PROCESSING  ol briery. news. 
reports w word 
perfect &wa-
lloping eervices Free disk elor. 
rape 
Mira. from umpus 
Pickup is ave1lable Studer dis-
count. Evelyn 270-8014.
 
MAIL 
TS
 TYPING SERVICE - 
OW.  In 
Willow 
Gan  Open 7 30-7 /O. 
9911 
11/11nnesora. 
107
 Call eny time 
212-0100 or 
2114-59119  Also VOICE 
MAILBOXES 
only
 SI I 00 par 
month  We provide  e 
or um 
your  own 24 hour snawering Cell 
Jim 
al 27106. 
EVERGREEN 
WORDPROCESSING
 
Professional
 typist term peplos 
theses resume*. cover 
Niters 
group projects and more APA 
special. aim Tureban and 
MLA 
formals  On caw. prkup
 deliv-
ery (Wary guar 127 
yeas 
trap ) 
Avalleble  7 days week Call 
Rol 
274-3684 
FAST W0110 
PROCESSING.  125 rpm 
Quality guaranteed
 Competitive 
etuden1 rates Thews, 
reports.  
lam papers. 
legal documents 
Call 
1404)9M-5203
 Tway'
 
PC WORD 
PROCESSING  - Rmumes. 
term pews reeeerch business 
documents.
 etc Near leter
 Prat. 
ing Express Service
 1415) 791 
07M 
ACCURATE & TIMELY` Ali your
 vrord 
processing 
needs  Production of 
nwararefflefs reports resumes 
publication  mentrwrIpt cone-
aponctence etc 
WIll aid In 
grammar spelling punctuation
 
Prompt.
 7 day reponse
 PRO-
CESS fT 
WRITE  with Pam
 al 
14081
 
2110-11121
 
PRO  TYPING WORDPROCESSING 
Low ort. 15 years experience 
CIO. to campus Frat. friendly 
turnaround Call Tom et 292-40911 
SERWCING YOUR WORD PRO. 
CESSING end Graphics
 Wire 
Cell Kate et Techokslly Typing 
14011) 
281-0750  Term
 pews. 
Theses etc LAN, err. Free 
grammar well punc check Rai 
tioneba 
rates.  quick lurneround  
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE 
2350 Alum 
Rock 41 Prot typing 
word  pro. 
raising. Wain., wrvices 
One stop 
for  filt Coil 1404)126 
3025 
TYPING - WORD
 PROCESSING 
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS 
THESES 
--- RESUMES 
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING 
1408)972-1563
 
TYPING  WORD PROCESTANG fast 
sccurate. reasoner:. All types of 
Papers
 Spell
 checking
 end woof 
reeding
 Same day 
serynce  Betty 
247.8088 Sante Clefs 
WORD PROC TR quality printing. 
copal etc 
Car. 1408) 22)-
6102 Word prm 5141w or $.7 pg 
whichwer Is leer 
4.1111MMIIMMIIMMIIIIIMMIMIIMIIMII=MlM11=IMIMIMIIIIIMIMMIMMMIMIl=MMIIIIIIMINIIIIMMIIIMMl
 
Malik 
Print
 Your 
Ad 
Here
 
(Count approvrnately
 30 
letters  and spaces for 
each
 
/me)
 
Ad 
Rates 
Minimum three lines on one day 
11/1111.1ii ill 11[1. 
111111,111111111111111  
11_111..1111  111111111_,41_:.  
One  Two 
Three 
Day
 Days Days 
3 Lines S4 30 $5 30 
$5 80 
4 
Lines
 
$5 30 
$6 
30 
$6 80 
5 Lines 
S6
 30 ST 30 
S7 
70 
6 Lines S7 20 $8 25 S8 70 
Each Additional Line Add St 00 
Four
 Five 
Days 
Days  
$6 
05 S6 35 
$7 
05 
$7
 30 
S8 
05 S8 25 
$8 
95
 
$9
 25 
Each
 
Extra 
Day 
Si if) 
st
 
30
 
$1 45 
gi 60 
.11111  11.1111111111,11
 
City 8 Stale_ 
Phone
 
Page X 
Spartan 
Daily/Wednesday.
 
Decenther  
I 3. I 
989  
News 
Apple From page 1 
said 
!he lass 
%Ads
 
split  into three
 
group.
 
and 
given  the task ot develoong
 
.ani  
paign 
%Wm'
 the 
$2.000
 
budget
 Mai 
%%mild
 lure 
students and then 
parents  
to 
tin) 
the 
computers.  Jordan 
said 
' the 
campaign
 enlists 
the students
 as 
t lie salesperson...
 Jordan 
said 
13Ple
 
Plans  
to 
track 
the 'nowt... 
ol 
101 
campus  
computer
 
salesman
 and 
should liaise 
the results in about 
two
 
months.
 
imihm
 
me
 
ad%
 antage of the 
program is 
Mai  students ate 
learning  that the \ 
teallv 
have 10 
11,014.
 al selling.
 e ell .111e1 
Ille 
111111:11
 ...ifiliurn 
,..ompicie.-
,ma.
 adding 
(hal
 'ht. da,
 %%in 
haw  to 
ahout 10 
computers
 to break even 
Jordan  hopes 
to 
continue
 the program 
setnester and has begun 
searching 
Silicon 
Valle \ 
lin a sponsor, 
1,1111c11
 
lie 
110pCS V4111 hc a 
local
 high 
te,11  tion
 
,intikilen
 
mid\
 
ed
 
advertise  
ments in 
the Spiman Dail \ that 
included 
.1 coupon tor 
a tree Macintosh
 apple 
121,6 hag
 
Free 
stickers, posters.
 
edible.
 apples 
and Macintosh 
literature are being ol-
teled along till
 a Ma \k mg to 
win  Ma -
k iiI110,10 
G0l1.l,S11[1(.1,
 
Kimberly 
'Morrow
 , Spartan 
Bookstore
 employee. gets a 
Macintosh 
COMptlier  read) 
for
 a 
demonstration.
 
Joe 
Watson
 
Daily 
staff 
photographer
 
Rec
 Center 
mg 
construction
 
of the 
$16  it 
million fa-
cility. 
originallv  estimated
 
to 
,iist  S17.9 
million. 
Penis  
stated  in a lenet
 to 
stale 
ANsell1h1\ 111.111
 1'111111 11.111IS. 1) -():11k -
1,111k1,
 
%All,
 
Is
 
L11411114111
 
01 ille 101111 
Let: -
0.1.1111e
 \ (.011111111tee 
the 
purpi  MC 01 the 
.101111  1.0 10 -We 
II and w here 
elTilfS %%ere 
11111111g 
0,11%11'1101011
 
01 
Ille  
1,11,1111%.
 saki
 
',soh
 
Santandrea.
 Ass°, lated 
110,1  
110:111
 
MIK!  01 Ille
 
the 
allq
 oser-
nue.  
haw lallen 
on Ille artillteel.
 he 
added
 Santandrea  
said he 
supports
 
postponement
 of the audit 
"It the audit 
vvere  
JIM,. 
the 
in an 
untavorahle
 
thc.re 
vvould
 
no way 
it could V.111 a 
lathable
 
'Alit,-
 he 
Said  -It it 
doesn't ss in 
the 
lav..suit. you'n:
 taking away 
money  that 
'It's not a dropped 
issue.' 
 David Hawkins, 
 CSSA 
legislative  director
 
could
 
go
 kick uuo the
 
.1u,1 a lc \k 
kid .1110 
thc rcque.I lor 
the 
investigation
 v1/4.i. made 
dining 
the 
lirst 
%neck in Nov embei
 . the CS', \ and 
Peins agreed 
to 
postpiine audit until 
the 
CS1' had finished
 litigation. vvtildi
 
could
 take a long time. according  
to
 
Haw kin, 
The audit would 
taki:  place alter that 
time. 
Ila km. added
 
'We've
 nisi 
postponed
 
tale
 
invest'  
gationi pending the 
outcome
 
ol
 
111.' `,1111 
1101
 
(11.0111),..(1
 is 
Sile.-11.011111,
 said 
From 
page  1 
l'etris has 
been voirking 
since  lasi 
\, 
inlet to assist 
studeets in 
their  et torts 
I" tesol
 \ 
irllled 
I" 'Ride"' 
lees and ktL 
111.111\
 
crruns. 
1 he 
state senatin
 agtecil in 
Fehmary 
to anthill  
student -imitated hill 
real -
brining the right 01 
student  giieinments 
in the 
('S1 
slefli
 10 11'1.1111 
le12,11
 
,01111  
Sel 
liecause
 
l'oris and his 
stall
 
memhers
 
feared a 
gubernatorial
 
\ 
ol
 
the hill. 
they 
considered
 
(ons
 ening the lull 
to a 
mint
 legislanse (c 
Inch  would
 
not requiic  the
 i!ii\ cowl 's 
signature  it 
passed 
The resolution  %vas rev
 leKed by C0111-
11111Iee
 this summer. and 
possible
 
pas 
,age is 
still  
pending.
 
legislative  
officials
 
said
 
First 
Vietnam
 
boat
 
people
 
forcibly 
returned
 to 
Hanoi
 
110Nt
 
k()N(i  
-one 
Vietnamese migrants were pulled from 
Men  
beds
 hy 
security 
forces 
before  
Jaw 
aml
 
flov..n
 to liano
 011 
flle'.1.1ay  111 
1101Ig Kong's first 
forces!  
repatriation of 
boat
 
people
 Vietnam accepted them hut 
I the 
action
 
Roush and colonial
 
Alma's.
 ninor 
ing last
 minute
 pleas
 from the 
Limed  
Stares.  Canada 
and the human 
flg1111
 
glom, Nitincst) International, said it 
%kJ, 
mote
 humane to 
ship
 the 
Vietnam
 
ese home than to keep 
them 
"endles
 
Some ol the
 Vietnamese 
screamed  
lot help and one vonnan %%aced 
her 
hands and cried. "I don't 
want to go 
ha, k to Vietnam"' 
Social  
thousand
 
more 
will 
be
 re-
turned w, Mon vieeks. said 
Hong 
Kong 
ides 
ision,
 quoting an unidentified
 Viet -
nail lest. Foreign Alinisuy official. 
A 
e,w  
eminent  statement
 
said 
officials  
Sk 
Cie
 CI iininienng
 
Liiiing 
141 
Ctiffeinly hOnSeS 
\I: in camps 
%%here s iolence and malnutrition are 
rile Among them.
 
-1-1,000
 
are 
consid-
ered illegal
 
immigrants
 and ill 
he 
sent  
home 
unless the \ 
can pio 
%%mid 
peisecution
 in \ 
I 
long 
...iv. the 
refugees 
have 
strained its 
\ lost 
me considered economic
 relu-
Pnces
 go 
goofy 
\ \ \ III 
1 \I \ k would 
,iist  
Scrooge \ 
ncarly $100 to 
take Huey. 
Ikvvie
 and 
1 
owe to lyisney. 
land lor a 
day  . 
A (late in the Magic Kingdom for 
Alickey and Minnie would 1111We
 
,00
 
D1,1100,110  Ilas h00,1ed
 II, one -day 
admission  
pii.c.
 
1,  $2. 
to 
S25 
50
 
tor 
adults and
 
s20  
So
 
tor 
children 
lamils
 
morainic.
 
Mars 
$96 
to 
visit fromierland. up from $87 a year 
Disneyland 
spokesman lioh
 
Roth
 
said
 the
 
company
 
raised  
prices to 
offset  
the 
costs
 oi its 
Splash  
Mountain  ride. 
which  opened lasi 
summer. 
The price increases. said Roth. are 
-something
 necessary for us to do to m 
troduce 
products
 like these 
for 
our  
UV.-
111111CIN.'
 
Officials 
in
 Hong 
Kong
 ignore 
pleas
 
from
 
U.S.,  
Canada
 
gees Man% 
risked
 
their lives
 in 
fleeing
 
the 
pov eriv  their  
homeland.  
putting 
out  
to
 sea 
in 
ockety  
boats.  
Japan's
 1S)odo New Servici: in 
I okyo
 quoted \ 'ietnamese 
Voreign  
Ministry 
statement in Fianoi
 as saving 
V'IC111.1111 accepts 
soluntary
 
returnees  hut 
"%kill refuse flatly forced
 repatriaill/11 
11 Said the 
Hong  Kong 
action  
this  
time "violates
 humanitarianism" but 
that the 51 Vietnamese 
returned
 against 
their
 will would he accepted. 
Prime Minister 
Margaret  Thatcher 
told the
 
House
 ()I' Commons  ill London 
that the 
lercible 
repatriation  is 
per -
reedy 
in order-
 
and that
 countries 
hiCh  object 
should
 offer them a 
Mune.  
Washinghin, many 
11.S. lawmak-
ers 
expressed  outrage at the 
deporta-
tions. 
"l'his conjures up 
every picture I 
have in my mind 
of
 World
 War II con-
centration camps,- said Rep. Chet 
At-
kins,
 D -Mass. 
The chanered
 jetliner arrived in 
Hanoi fitur hours after riot police en-
tered a detention center and took the 
A'ietnamese  - some screaming for help 
under  tight security and the cover of 
darkness.
 
Stanley.  Clinton Davis.
 chairman
 of 
the British Relugee Council, said fon:i-
hie repatriation "must he condemned by 
all cis 'hied opinion." 
 A 3 
a.m.
 roundup
 is so 
reminiscent
 
of the 
practice%  indulged in 
by
 
tyrannies
 
over
 the ages the Nails. the 
Commu-
nists. South
 Alrica and others." said the 
former 
opposition
 Labor Party law-
maker.  
Vietnamese  screamed
 for
 
help 
from
 
the windows at the Phoenix House 
de-
tention center. Some hung 
a sign 
through 
the metal 
hars. 
reading:
 
"Where
 is your humanity  
The boat people were quickly' pulled 
away 
hy police,  who 
svere equipped 
with 
helmets.  shields. 
revolvers
 
and ha -
tons. Sohs could 
he heard 
coming
 
from 
the 
cells. 
Some held their heads in their hands 
The  plane 
carried
 eight 
Vieth:1111CW  
men. 
17 women and 
26 children, 
the 
go eminent 
said in a statement today. 
It said 
the boat people 
were accompa-
nied by Hong 
Kong officials 
and that 
the expulsions
 occurred 
peacefully. 
"In our VICW 
IS more 
humane  to go 
ahead  with 
the repatriation
 of those
 who 
have been 
through
 the whole 
process of 
screening 
and  appeal than 
to
 leave them 
waiting endlessly in 
camps,-  it said. 
A police
 convoy of 
seven  trucks 
shipped 
the  
Vietnamese  from the 
deten-
tion center to 
Kai 
Tak  International  Air-
port About 2(10 police and 
corrections
 
lancers
 were 
involved  in the operation.
 
The government 
statement  said Viet-
nam
 has given the Hong Kong 
govern-
ment "firm assurances
 that those return-
ing would not he punished for
 having 
left clandestinely- and that their return 
would 
initially 
he monitored
 
by
 the 
lint-
ish Embassy in Hanoi. 
It said it hoped the U.N. High C'om-
missioner Mr Refugees would watch 
their 
progress  
later
 
However, the U.N. 
group 
strongly  opposes 
forced
 
repatria-
lion and 
has refused to take part
 in the 
operat
 ion 
More  than 
170.111N) 
Vietnamese  have 
flocked to Hong Kong since 1975, 
when North Vietnam
 seized control of 
South Vietnam following the 11.S. with-
drawal 
fnaii  the Vietnam 
War. 
Vietnam
 From page 1 
!Wed that on C'Sli campuses, hy the 
year 
2005, minority groups 
will  cow 
pnse 
roughly
 61 percent of the total stu-
dent
 population
 
in the 
system.  
Vietnamese students currently
 are the 
largest ethnic group on 
the SJSU cam-
pus.
 
Whiten
 will make up only  39 
percent  
of the
 
C'S1.1  student
 population
 hy 
2005. 
This
 diverse mix of ethnic groups ill 
Calif01111a  IS a clear example  of 
what  
Amenca really is, Englemann says. 
-That's 
the wonderful thing about 
living
 here 
lin 
San Josei.' sa). 
mann. 
"There's  nowhere
 
else  on the 
face ot the earth 
where  we all live 
to-
gether 
 all 
different  racial groups 
It's 
ama/ing.
 It's like a 
permanent
 United 
Nat 
's 
what 
Amenca
 
is all 
about... 
se 
your'
 
books
 
6,1e1  
BOO 
on 
tenth  st. 
K across
 from 
allen  hall 
STORE
 
